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I Burn that I may be of Use.

" 'THERE is no better, there is no more open door
by which you can enter into the study of natural
philosophy, than by considering the physical phenomena
of a candle.' Michael Faraday spoke these words more
than a century ago to an audience of young people at
the Royal Institute . They would be equally appropriate
today in many high schools throughout our land where
studen ts are introduced to chemistry by being asked to
make and record detailed observations of a burning
candle. Th e making and recording of detailed observations is a fundamental activity of science, and is something which you must consider essential throughout
your professional careers," stated keynote speaker Dr.
Louis J. Hampton in addressing those assembled for
Opening Exercises of the 141st Annual Session of the
2
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Jefferson Medical College on Monday evening, September 14th in McClellan Hall.
Dr. Peter A. Herbut, Professor of Pathology and
Head of the Dep artment , in introducing Dr. Hampton
said, "To those of us more closely associated with Jefferson, Professor Hampton needs no introduction. To
the guests and incoming students, however, he may not
be known quite as well and so I shall try to present a
brief resume of his attainments.
"Professor Hampton is a native of our state, being
born in Loysville, Pa. He obtained a B.S. degree in 1929
from Franklin and Marshall College and an M.D. degree in 1933 from the University of Pennsylvania.
"He interned at the Presbyterian Hospital in Philadelphi a from 1933-35 after which he joined the staff

Dr. Hampton

of the Monroe County General Hospital in East Stroudsburg, Pa. Here he stayed until 1941. During this period
he took postgraduate training in Cardiology and Anesthesiology at the Graduate Hospital and the University
of Pennsylvania.
"The war years he spent with the U.S. Army at the
Station Hospital, Camp Lee, Va., the First Evacuation
Hospital, and the Walter Reed Hospital. He completed
his training in Anesthesiology in 1945-46 at the Hartford Hospital , Hartford, Conn. From 1946-55 he prog ressed from the rank of Instructor to that of Associate
Professor of Anesthesiology at Yale University School
of Medicine . During this period he was Attending Anesthesiologist at the New Haven Community Hospital, and
Consultant in Anesthesiology at the W est Haven Veterans Administration Hospital and the Milfo rd H ospital
- all in Connecticut. Jefferson was most fortunate in obtaining him as Professor and Head of the newly created
Department of Anesthesiology on July 1, 1955.

a man of achievements
" Professionally, Professor Hampton has many achievements. He was certified by the American Board of
Anesthesiology in 1947. He belongs to many medical
societies including the American Society of Anesthesiologists and the International Anesthesia Research Society. He has contributed extensively to medical literature.
He is past-president of the Connecticut State Society of
Anesthesiologists and the Philadelphia Society of Anesthesiologists. Currently, he is Chairman of the Anesthesia Study Commission of the Philadelphia County
Medical Society and Director of the American Society
of Anesthesio logists representing Pennsylvania. He has
had several tours of active duty in the U.S. Army
Reserve since World War II and holds the rank of
Colonel, M.e., USAR ( Retired).
Dr . H erbut

M embers of the Executive Faculty

Dr . Hampton ( lef t) and M r. Barringer

Dr. Sodeman and Mr . Large
review th e program.

He came out of it with a wrecked car, a fractured jaw,
an injured wrist, and (by his own admission) a depletion of some of the few remaining Betz's cells of his
cerebral cortex. His greatest frustration, in the ensuing
weeks, was not the material destruction, not the financial
loss, and not, no, not even the physical pain. It was his
inability to express himself in his usual, uninhibited,
colorful manner. You see, his jaw was wired and, for the
first time since he was an infant, he could speak only in
muffled tones."

the title

"He is married to the most charming former Elinor
Dunbar. He has two daughters, one son, and six grand children. He lives in Penn Valley but spends much of
his time at his Mountain Paradise, a once-abandoned
SO-acre farm in the Poconos, to which he has given the
poetic name of Whippoorwill Hill but which his friends
call a "pile of rock". Here he has numerous seedling
evergreens which someday he hopes to sell, an ice-cold
swimming pool which he never uses, a great variety of
birds and wild flowers concerning which he knows
precious little, and a rampant crop of weeds about
which he does nothing.
"On Th anksgiving, 1963, he was in a serious endto-side automobile accident near Wilmington, Delaware.
4

Dr. Hampton prefaced his speech with an explanation of the title's origin . "Several weeks ago when the
Dean 's office, in its usual bill collector fashion, had
served me with final notice for a title of this address, I
sought the advice of one of Jefferson's scholars. His
response was, 'Name it anything. No one ever listens to
these speeches. Don 't tell me you do !' Unexpected
though it was, this advice was none the less heartening,
and when I came upon this legend from the bookplate
of a great Scottish writer, I submitted it as the title,
confident no one 'before me had used it on a similar
occasion. But as the day of reckoning neared when
something had to be written beneath it, the implications
of the title seemed too obvious. How often have medical
students, and new ones at that, been admonished to burn
the midnight oil ! And what physician has not figuratively burned the candle at both ends while cautioning
his patients not to do so! Indeed, the physician's lot is

one of work, and in service to his fellow man he, like
the candle, may be consumed. This is the connotation
one might apply to the .title, but since I am frequently
averse to performing as expected, and fortified by our
medical librarian's authoritative statement that no one
listens anyway, I shall proceed on a different tack.
"In the short time allotted this evening let us look
at this burnin g candle-MEDICINE-and record a
few of our observations. If sufficient detail is lacking in
any of them it be the result of lack of time, or the inability of the observer adequately to perceive.

the flame
"Obvious to each of us is the flame, or at least that
part of it which gives off light, and who of us in this
gathering of the elite would deny this represents the
physician ! If the function of the candle is to produce
light, so the function of MEDICINE is to provide
health, and the ultimate purveyor of health is the physician,"
Dr . Hampton continued, pointing out, "W hile medical schools and specialty groups have often been blamed
for the decline in numbers of general practitioners, an
enlightened public (the consumer) has added to the
trend by turning to specialists in increasing numbers,

Mr . Brown with the aid of many hands
is pinn ed int o his academic regalia.

M r. Large congratulates the recipients of the Undergraduate Awards.

M r. Bodin e

realizing that no one man can encompass all of medicine.
Therefore, it is likely that the best medical care can be
provided by group s ( in which a so-called 'generalist'
may play an important role) : in groups, be they in
clinics, in community hospitals, or in the more complex
medical centers.

paramedical personnel
"There is another part of the flame which we all too
often ignore because it glows less noticeably. And yet it
is the base, an integral part of the flame. Th is represents
the paramedical personnel-nurses, administrators, technicians, to name but a few. Think how ineffective, or at
least inefficient, is our service to patients in face of tremendous nursing shortages. All you need to have this
brought home to you is to be a patient in th is or any of

A captive audience disproves th e theory
that "no one ever listens."

I

a hundred simila r hospitals, in this country or abroad.
Some years ago, on a similar occasion, Dr. Thaddeus
Montgomery suggested the dr afting of young women
into nursing, as young men are drafted into military
service. I like the way Alan Gr egg stated th e case: 'I
do not find any cogent arg uments against such a resolution of the present immense prob lem of nursing care;
the psychological resistance and the emotional resentment would be real, but just what do young women do
in return for citizenship?'
" It is high time that we gave more recognition to
these so-called ancillary, or paramedical perso nnel. Th e
health 'industry' is the third largest in the nation in
terms of numbers of peop le emp loyed, and of these,
physicians count for less than ten per cent. Since so
much of the work of MEDICINE is done by people
who are not physicians, it is only reasonable to assume
that impro vement of the training of these peop le will
result in better service at all levels. W e should welcome
them as colleagues if we want them to go on sharing
with us that very important professional code according
to which the patient's interests come first.

the wick
" Coming next to the wick, I shall say it represents
the educational facility-medical school, teaching hospital-for from it the flame is propagated. And if you
p rotest the likeness does not do justice to the role of
education in medical care, please remember how much
is buried from view, and how vital is the role of that
which is visible in determining the amount of light
which is produced. (I shall not dwell on the observation that as the candle burns the wick g radually bends .
Perhaps this is related to the curre nt frenzy of revising
curricula! )
"Students today, more than ever before, are presented
with an amazing array of facts. Th ere is always the
danger that in trying to absorb them, they will not allot
time to learn the principles by which these facts are
applied in service to man . T he faculty has an obligation
to inculcate in the student a scientific method of thought
and to stimulate him to use this so that he may learn fo r
himself and continue to do so th roughout his professional

D r. Sodeman and Mr. Bodine greet th e students
and their famili es at th e reception.
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Tum night-time int o day-time
W ith tb e sunlight of good cheer
For it's always fair weather
When good f el/ows get together
(RICHARD HOV EY)
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career. I doubt this can be done effectively in a system
where every student is expected to be exposed to the
same facts and where he is graded numerically on his
ability to spew back these facts in a written examination .
Moreover, I think the student is denied a worthwhile
experience in motivation to self education when his time
for an elective is limited to that allotted for vacation or
to a paltry hour on a Saturday morning.

the tallow
"And finally we come to the tallow, or wax, which
serves as the source material from which combustion
and the flame are derived. This is, first of all, knowledge. Knowledge acquired over centuries and painstakingly incorporated in our way of life ; and knowledge
acquired in recent day research, piled in mountains of
charts and graphs and computer tape, that we have not
yet begun to und erstand. This tallow also is money and
effort-financial support, pri vate and public-by which
teachers and investigators acquire knowledge and train
others who apply it in service.

what dims the flame
" In this allegorical exercise I have had to gloss over
many observations which were worthy of more comment
because time-or rather lack of it-demanded some
obeisance to brevity. I cannot close, however, without
considering one additional phenomenon of the burning
candle. Wh at substance when lacking prevents combustion, and when present in low supply dims the flame?
Oxygen. W e do not see it, yet we know it must be there.
" And in MEDICINE, what ? At the level of the individual, und erstanding ; not only care of, but care for the
patient. To be scientific one need not be impersonal in
his relationship with people who come to him for help ,
and indeed he must be interested in the social, cultural
and humane factors in disease. Fragmentation of knowledge with pursuit of excellence in one's field may make
it difficult for some specialists to comprehend man as a
complete living entity, responsive to his environment,
10

but this is no excuse for showing a lack of human kindness in serving him.
" And if at the individual level there must be understanding, as a group we must remember that we have
an unwritten contract with society which delegates to us
the responsibility for help ing it cope with individual
and collective health problems. W e see in the evolution
of man's social and political conscience a view of medicine as a funct ion of the whole of society and as such
transcends the proprietary interests of the practicing professions, hospitals and educational institutions. There is
genuine concern, with our profession and certainly elsewhere, that what MEDICINE knows is not matched by
what MEDICINE does for society.

the problems
" Let me illustrate, briefly, by naming some of the
problems confronting us in providing total medical
care.
"W e are reminded constantly of the increasing cost,
and find much of this due to rising costs of hospitalization. Most of this is unavoidable, but consider the impact of the rise of several small prop rietary hospitals,
built not so much for service as for profit. Consider, also,
the factor of rivalry among larger institutions in the
duplication of expensive services that might better be
concentrated in one.
"The impact of the nursing shortage has been described.
"Our profession has the responsibility of bringing the
highest quality medical care to every person at a price
each can pay. To do this raises problems that cannot be
solved by the medical profession alone, but we should
assume leadership in trying to find a solution. The official spokesman for . American Medicine, the American
Medical Association, once socially progressive, has, since
19 20 , been repeatedly reactionary in its socioeconomic
policy. It attacked successively group practice, voluntary
pre-payment plans for hospitalization and then medical
care (Blue Cross and Blue Shield) until each had
achieved success. This is not to condemn its stand against
the King-Anderson bill, but rather a plea to make such
bills unnecessary by assuming a more positive approach
in trying to meet the needs of society.

" And now, lest I, too, be condemned for being negativistic, in that I have emphasized problems, please accept them as challenges-something to make you think.
We, your elders, need your help . We 'll let you in on
the mysteries of the aspirin tablet, if you'll help find a
plan to finance medical care for the aged.
"Oh yes, The title. The bookplate of Thomas Carlyle
shows a burn ing candle beneath which is the simple
legend: 'I burn that I may be of use.' ..
President William A. Bodine, Jr ., in his introductory
remarks, stated that the freshman class numbers 176
and represents the top seven per cent of the more than
2,300 applicants. The members of the class come from
15 states and Puerto Rico and include representatives
of 69 different colleges. Twelve are sons of former
Jefferson graduates.

financial obligations
Referring to the financial obligations of the student ,
he commented that Jefferson is able to pro vide the students with the finest medical education for a tuition
charge of 1,300 annuall y-as compared to the actual
cost per student which is in excess of $6,100, exclusive
of the sponsored research projects carried out by members of the Faculty.
He told the freshmen that during their four years at
Jefferson they would witness the implementation of
Jefferson's $41 million development program, first with
the construction of 'the new Basic Science-Student
Commons building followed by the residential facilities.
Following Mr . Bodine's remarks, Dr. William A.
Sodeman, Dean and Vice President for Medical Affairs,
told the audience, "Opening Session is always an exciting time to me. To welcome 165 young men and 11
young women into the lifelong study of Medicine is a
very significant' event. To add to this a welc.ome to 42
students working in the Basic Sciences for their Masters
and Ph.D . degrees lets one know how far-reaching our
activities in the health centers at Jefferson really are. Just
last Saturd ay, at the School of Nursing g raduation ceremonies, 74 young ladies passed into active participation
in patient care, and this last July 1 we welcomed 23
interns and 143 residents and fellows into a new year
of activity. Over 5000 physicians in practice were
reached by Jefferson's Continuing Education programs
this past year, and we expect this group to be greater in
the year just starting.

"To the 26 of you who represent the first activity, in
the Medical College, of our accelerated program with
Th e Pennsylvania State University, we extend a hearty
welcome also. Th is is the first time, in Jefferson history,
and indeed as fa r as I know in any organized program,
in which studen ts, registered in two colleges at one time,
have pursued courses unrelated to medicine. If the
President and Tru stees express some excitement about
your prog ram, you can understand the exhilaration felt
by those of us on the Faculty who conceived, nurtured,
and brought it into being.

changes in the faculty
"The second funct ion of the Dean at Opening Session, beside giving words of greeting, is to let you know
of the additions to and changes in our faculty in the
past year.
"Our Faculty now consists of 875 members, not including the House Officers (i nterns, residents, and
fellows) who participate actively in the teaching program as well. W ith 875 Faculty members and 657 undergraduate students you can see that our teaching prog ram becomes an intimate one, despite the relatively
large size of Jefferson as a Medical College. We hope to
make it more so."

undergraduate awards
Mr. James M. Large, Chairman of the Board of
Trustees, then presented the Und ergraduate Awards:
PHYSIOLOGY PRIZE to Russell Paul Seda with Honorable Mention to Lyndon Edwin Mansfield; AN ATOMY PRIZE to Harvey Jay Sugarman; AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY PRIZES, First Prize to Lewis Allen
Kirshn er and Second Prize to Dr. David Paul Shreiner
(Cl ass of 1964); THE BENJAMIN LEE GORDON
PRIZ E to Bruce W arren W eissman.
In addition to the speakers, Mr. Brandon Barringer,
Chairman of the Finance Committee of the Board of
Trustees, Mr. Revelle W. Brown, Member of the Board,
Mr . Kenneth R. Erfft, Vice President and Treasurer of
The Jefferson Medical College and Medical Center, Dr.
Robert B. Nye, Associate Dean, and Dr. Samuel S.
Conly, Jr ., Assistant Dean, were seated on the stage.
Following the exercises in McClellan Hall, the faculty,
the freshmen class, their parents, friends, and relatives
were entertained at a recept ion in the Library.
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PROMOTIONS AND NEW APPOIN TMEN TS,
SINCE SEPTEMBER 9, 1963

PROMOTIONS
ALLAN JACOB ERSLEV, M.D. , from Associate Professor of Med icine to Professor of Medicine and from Professor of Medicine to The Th~mas D rake Martinez
Cardeza Research Professor of Medicine (Hematology).
WILLIAM C. FRAYER, A.B., M .D., M.S. ( Ophth.) ,
from Associate Professor of Ophthalmology to Professor
of Ophthalmology.
THEODORE T . TSALTAS, M.D., from Associate Professor of Pathology to Professor of Pathology.
ALBERT M. BIELE, B.S., M. D ., from Assistant Professor of Clinical Psychiatry to Associate Professor of
Clinical Psychiatry.
PAUL A. BOWERS, B.S., M.D., from Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology to Associate Professor
of Obstetrics and Gynecology .
RUDOLPH C. CAMISHION, B.S., M.D., from Assistant
Professor of Surgery to Associate Professor of Surgery.
DOMENIC A. D EBIAS, A.B ., M .A., Ph .D ., from Assistant Professor of Physiology to Associate Professor of
Physiology.
JACK EDEIKEN, B.S., M.D., from Assistant Professor
of Radiology to Associate Professor of Radiology.
ABRAHAM FREEDMAN, M.D., from Assistant Professor of Clinical Psychiatry to Associate Professor of Clinical Psychiatry.
LOUIS A. KAZAL, B.S., Ph.D., from Assistant Professor of Physiology to Associate Professor of Physiology.
JOSEPH P. LONG, B.S., M .D ., M .S. (Med.), from Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology to Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
ELLIOTT 1. MANCALL, B.S., M .D., from Assistant
Professor of Neurology to Associate Professor of Neurology.
IVAN B. NAGY, M.D., from Assistant Professor of
Psychiatry to Associate Professor of Psychiatry.
JOSEPH J. Rur-r, B.S., M.D., from Associate Professor
of Clinical Medicine to Associate Professor of Medicine.
JOHN J. SCHNEIDER, B.S., M.D ., Ph .D ., from Assistant Professor of Medicine to Associate Professor of
Medicine.
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HARRY 1. SMITH, JR., A.B., M.S., Ph .D. , f rom Assistant Professor of Microbiology to Associate Professor of
Microbiology (effect ive 9/1/64) .
MILTON TOPOREK, B.A ., M.A ., Ph.D., from Assistant Professor of Biochemistry to Associate Professor of
Biochemistry (effective 7/1 /64) .
JAMES E. CLARK, B.A., M.D., from Associate in Clinical Medicine to Assistant Professor of Medicine.
ABRAHAM COH EN, M.D ., from Associate in Clinical
Medicine to Assistant Professor of Clini cal Medicine.
JOSEPH K. CORSON, A.B., M.D ., from Associate in
Dermatology to Assistant Professor of De rmatology.
HOWARD 1. FIELD, A.B., M .D. , f rom Associate in
Psychiatry to Assistant Professor of Clinical Psychiatry.
ROBERT S. GARBER, B.S., M.D ., from Instructor in
Psychiatry to Assistant Professor of Clini cal Psychiatry.
E. KEITH HAMMOND, A.B., M.D. , from Associate
in Clinical Pediatrics to Assistant Professor in Pediatrics.
FARID I. HAURANI, B.A., M.D., from Associate in
Medicine to Assistant Professor of Medicine.
HERBERT H . H ERSKOVITZ, B.S., M.D., f rom Associate
in Psychiatry to Assistant Professor of Clinical Psychiatry.
EDMUND 1. HOUSEL, A.B., M.D., from Associate in
Clinical Medicine to Assistant Professor of Clinical
Medicine.
WALLACE B. HUSSONG, B.A., M.D. , f rom Associate
in Clinical Psychiatry to Assistant Professor of Clinical
Psychiatry.
JOHN E. MOCK, A.B., M .D ., from Associate in Clinical Psychiatry to Assistant Professor of Clin ical Psychiatry.
.
LEON N. PRINCE, B.S., M.D. , from Assistant Professor of Clinical Obstetrics and Gynecology to Assistant
Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
]. CLIFFORD SCOTT, B.S., M .D., f rom Associate in
Psychiatry to Assistant Professor of Clin ical Psychiatry.
GEORGE P. STUDZINSKI, B.S., M.B. , Ch.B., fro m Instructor in Pathology to Assistant Professor of Pathology.
PAUL D . ZIMSKIND, A.B., M.D. , Ph.D., from Research
Associate in Urology to Assistant Professor of Uro logy.

ARTHUR G. BAKER, B.A., M .D., fro m Instructor in
Medicine to Associate in Clinical Medicine.
DONALD 1. CLARK, A.B., M .D., from Instructor in
Anesthesiology to Associate in Anesthesiology.
HAROLD 1. COLBURN, JR., A.B., M.D., from Instructor in Dermatology to Associate in Dermatology.
EDMUND E. EHRLICH, A.B., M.D ., from Instructor in
Medicine to Associate in Clinical Medicine.
LUIS GARCIA-BuNEL, B.A ., B.S., M.D., from Instructor in Neurology to Associate in Neurology.
CHARLES H . GREENBAUM, A.B., M.D., from Instructor in Dermatology to Associate in Dermatology.
H ERBERT LIPSHUTZ, A.B ., M .D., from Instructor in
Surgery to Associate in Surgery .
RICHARD C. PUTNAM, A.B., M.D ., from Instructor
in Medicine to Associate in Clinical Medicine.
GEORGE J. RESNICK, A.B., M.D., from Instructor in
Medicine to Associate in Clinical Medicine.
F. LELAND ROSE, B.A ., M.D., from Instructor in
Obstetrics and Gynecology to Associate in Clinical Obstetrics and Gynecology.
WILLIAM A. RUTTER, B.S., M.D., from Instructor in
Psychiatry to Associate in Clinical Psychiatry.
SAMUEL E. RYNES, A.B., M.D., from Instructor in
Medicine to Associate in Clinical Medicine.
F. WILLIAM SUNDERMAN, JR., B.S., M.D., from Instructor in Medicine to Associate in Medicine.
G EORGE W . TRUITT, M .D ., from Instructor in Medicine to Associate in Clinical Medicine.
DORIS WILLIG, M.D., from Instructor in Psychiatry
to Associate in Psychiatry.
WILLIAM D. ALLISON, B.A., M.D., from Assistant in
Medicine to Instructor in Medicine.
ARNOLD A. BANK, A.B., M.D., from Assistant in
Neurology to Instructor in Neurology.
WESLEY WADE BARE, B.S., M.D., from Assistant in
Obstetrics and Gynecology to Instructor in Obstetrics
and Gynecology.
ROBERT C. BROD, A.B ., M.D ., from Assistant in
Medicine to Instructor in Medicine.
HARRY H . BRUNT, JR., M.D., from Assistant in Psychiatry to Instructor in Psychiatry.
RACHMEL CHERNER, B.A., M .D ., from Assistant in
Medicine to Instructor in Medicine.
STANLEY NORMAN FARB, M.D., from Assistant in
Otolaryngology to Instructor in Otolaryngology.
JACK W. FINK, B.A., M.D ., from Assistant in Obstetrics and Gynecology to Instructor in O bstetrics and
Gynecology.
FRANK J. GILDAY, B.S., M.D., from Assistant in
Medicine to Instructor in Medicine.

WALTER GEORGE GUNN, A.B., M.D ., from Assistant
in Radiology to Instructor in Radiology.
ELI B. HALPERN, A.B., M.S., M .D., from Assistant
in Otolaryngology to Instructor in Otolaryngology.
FRANK B. JOHNSTON, B.A., M.D., from Assistant in
Medicine to Instructor in Medicine.
BENJAMIN KENDALL, B.A., M.D ., from Assistant in
Obstetrics and Gynecology to Instructor in Obstetrics
and Gynecology.
MARVIN A. KRANE, B.A., M.A. , M.D., from Assistant in Obstetrics and Gynecology to Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology.
LEONARD P. LANG, B.S., M.D., from Assistant in
Medicine to Instructor in Medicine.
A. B. H. LEE, B.S., M.S., M.D., from Assistant in
Obstetrics and Gynecology to Instructor in Obstetrics
and Gynecology.
JOHN T . MAGEE, B.A., M .D ., from Assistant in Medi cine to Instructor in Medicine.
LEONARD M. ROSENFELD, A.B., Ph .D. , from teaching
Fellow in Physiology to Instructor in Physiology (effective 9/1/64).
JOHANNES C. SCHMUCK, M.D., from Assistant in
Neurology to Instructor in Neurology.
WILLIAM T . SNAGG, B.S., M.D., from Assistant In
Medicine to Instructor in Medicine.
SEYMOUR WAGNER, B.A ., M.D., from Assistant In
Otolaryngology to Instructor in Otolaryngology.

APPOINTMENTS
A. IRVING HALLOWELL, B.S., M.D. , Visiting Professor of Psychiatry (Anthropology).
LAWRENCE S. KUBIE, A.B., M.D., Visiting Profes sor
of Psychiatry.
HERMAN OSTRUM, M .D., Visiting Professor of Radiology.
KAy A. O. ELLEM, B.S., M.B.B.S., Ph .D ., Associate
Professor of Pathology (effective 2/1/64).
EDWARD GOTTHEIL, B.A ., M.A., Ph.D., M.D., Associate Professor of Psychiatry. .
H. LEONARD JONES, JR., A.B., M.D. , Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine.
THOMAS R. KOSZALKA, B.A., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Radiology (Biochemistry).
ALFONSO PAREDES, B.S., M.D., Associate Professor
of Psychiatry (effective 9/1/64) .
RUHER! PEREZ.TAMAYO, M.D., Associate Professor
of Radiology.
MARY E. SOUTHARD, B.S., M.D., Associate Profes sor
of Radiology.
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RALPH E. DWORK, B.S., M.P.H., Visiting Associate
Professor of Preventive Medicine.
JAMES J. BOYLE, JR., M.D., Assistant Professor of
Radiology.
THEODORE 1. DEHNE, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor
of Clinical Psychiatry.
SHELDON F. GOTILIEB, B.A., M.S., Ph .D., Assistant
Professor of Physiology and Assistant Professor of Anesthesiology.
GEORGE F. GOWEN, B.A., M.D., Assistant Professor
of Surgery (effective 9/1/64).
JOSEPH H. MAGEE, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor
of Medicine (effective 9/1/64).
ROBERT SNYDER, B.S., Ph .D., Assistant Professor of
Pharmacology (effective 9/1/63).
FRED A. VALUSEK, A.B ., M.D., Assistant Professor
of Clinical Otolaryngology.
JOHN T. MILLINGTON, B.S., M.D., M.P.H., Visiting
Lecturer in Preventive Medicine.
J. WILLIAM Cox, M.D., Ph.D., Associate in Medicine.
AARON FINKELMAN, D.D.S., Associate in Clinical
Surgery (Oral Surgery).
EDMUND C. GAULDEN, B.S., M.D., Associate in Clinical Medicine.
DAVID B. KUSNER, B.A., Associate in Radiology (Radiation Physics) .
ORVILLE F. NIELSEN, A.B., M.D., Associate in MediCine.
SANDOR S. SHAPIRO, A.B., M.D., Associate in Medicine (effective 7/1/64).
MICHAEL 1. SIMENHOFF, M .B., Ch .D., Associate in
Medicine.
MARJORIE B. BAHNSON, B.S., M .S., Ph .D ., Research
Associate in Psychiatry.
GUY J. CARNABUCI, B.S., M .D., Research Associate
in Dermatology.
DANURA DANIEC, M .D., Research Associate in Pediatrics (effecti ve 9/1 /64) .
NARTHOItN DHAMABUTRA, M.B., Research Associate
in Microbiology.
RALPH V. EXLINE, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., Research Associate in Psychiatry (Psychology).
STANLEY RALPH HARRIS, M.B., 1.M.S.S.A., Research
Associate in Radiology (Radiation Therapy).
THOMAS R. HOUSEKNECHT, A.B., M.D., Research
Associate in Psychiatry.
AGUSTIN IFARRAGUERRI, M.D ., Research Associate in
Psychiatry.
KESHAB D. PANT, B.A ., M.S ., Research Associate in
Microbiology.
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SHELDON R. RApPAPORT, A.B., A.M ., Ph .D. , Research
Associate in Psychiatry.
GEORGE M. ARNAS, B.A., ~.D. , Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology.
CLIFFORD E. BACKUP, B.A., M.D., Instructor in
Psychiatry.
MURRAY S. CAPLAN, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Psychiatry.
RICHARD A. CRANDALL, B.S., M .D., Instructor in
Psychiatry.
TERESA P. DOMANSKI, B.S., M.A., M .S.S., Instructor
in Psychiatry (Social Service).
DONALD G. DORENCAMP, B.S., M .D. , Instructor in
Neurology (effective July 1965).
RICHARD G. DREWYER, B.S., M.D., Instructor in
Medicine.
LEO C. FREEMAN, B.A., M.D., Instructor in Psychiatry.
ERICH J. FREIMUTH, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Neurology (effective 7/1/64).
JACK E. GITIERMAN, M.D., Instructor in Psychiatry.
IRWIN N. HASSENFELD, A.B ., M.D., Instructor in
Psychiatry.
WILLIAM LEE HINGSTON, SR., B.A., M.D., Ins tructor
in Medicine.
ANN M. HIRSCHHORN, A.B., M .D. . Instructor in
Neurology.
RUTH R. HOLBURN, B.A., M.S ., Ph .D., Instructor in
Physiology.
ORA M . JONES, A.B., M.A. , Ph.D., Instructor in Psychiatry (Psychology).
MARY A. JUDKINS, M.S., Instructor in Medicine (Social Service).
MALCOLM KATES, B.S., M .D., Instructor in Medicine
(effective 7/1/64).
EDWIN DONALD KAUFMANN, B.A., M .D., Ins tructor
in Medicine.
NORMAN C. LEWIS, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology.
MICHAEL A. MANKO, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Medicine (effective 7/1 / 6~) .
CARL M . MANSFIELD, A.B ., M .D ., Instructor in Radiology.
EDWIN M. MASTERS, A.B., A.M., Ph.D., Instructor in
Anatomy ( effective 9/1 /64).
MARY H. MCCAULLEY, B.A ., M .D. , Ph .D. , Instructor in Psychiatry (Psychology).
LAWRENCE C. McHENRY, JR., B.A ., M .D., Instructor
in Neurology (effective 10/1/64).
Ross B. MOQUIN, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine.

SUNIL K. NIYOGI, B.S., Ph.D., Instructor in Pharmacology (effective 12/16/63) .
KAREN J. OTT, A.B., M.S., Ph.D., Instructor in Microbiology (effective 9/15/64).
PETER W. REED, B.A. , M.D., Instructor in Radiology.
LEONARD SATTEL, M.D., Instructor in Psychiatry.
JOSEPH J. SCARANO, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pathology.
HENRY E. SEIDEL, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Pathology.
YONG JUN SHIN, B.S., Instructor in Radiology (Radiation Physics).
BERNARD J. SHUMAN, A.B., M .D ., Instructor in Psychiatry.
MARY 1. SOENTGEN, B.A ., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics.
THEODORE NEAL TAUSIG, A.A ., M.D., Instructor in
Psychiatry .
ANTHONY J. TRIOLO, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Instructor in
Pharmacology (effective 6/1/64).
CHARLES M. TUCKER, B.S.Ed., M .Ed., Ph.D., Instructor in Psychiatry (Psychology) and Instructor in Pediatrics (Psychology) (effective 1/28/64).
NORMAN D. WEINER, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Psychiatry.
LESLIE WIENER, B.S., M .D., Instructor in Medicine.
FREERK W. WOUTERS, B.S., M.D ., Instructor in Psychiatry.
ROHLO A. ARDIZONE, A.B ., M.D ., Assistant in Surgery (Plastic).
JEAN ATWATER, B.S., Assistant in Medicine.
WILLIAM D . BONATTI, B.S., M .D ., Assistant in Ophthalmology.
RICHARD A. CAUTILLI, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Orthopedic Surgery.
ALLEN E. CHANDLER, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics (effective 7/ 1/64) .
DOROTHEA D. GLASS, B.A., M .D., Assistant in Medicine (Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation).
STEVEN R. HOMEL, B.A., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics (effective 9/1/64).
SA KANG HONG, M.D., Assistant in Anesthesiology
(effective 7/1/64).
EDWARD A. JAEGER, A.B ., M.D ., Assistant in Ophthalmology.
JANE E. KIRK, Assistant in Medicine.
ROBERT J. KIRSCHNER, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Ophthalmology (effective 9/30/63).
ESTHER G. LEIPHEIMER, B.A., Assistant in Obstetrics
and Gynecology (Social Service).

HARVEY M. LEVIN, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Obs tetrics and Gynecology (effective 7/1/64) .
JAMES HOWE LOUCKS, B.S., M.D. , Assistant in Medicine .
JOHN T. MAGEE, B.A., M .D ., Assistant in Medicine.
HELEN 1. MALIS, B.A., M .D ., Assistant in Pedi atr ics.
DIVO A. M ESSORI, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine.
AUSTIN P. MURRAY, A.B., M .D., Assistant in Ophthalmology (effecti ve 9/30/63).
AARON N. N EWBERG, A.B., M .D ., Assistant in Pediatrics (Effective 9/1/64).
CHARLES 1. REESE, III, A.B ., M .D ., Assistant in
Neurology.
JOSEPH A. RIGGS, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Obstetr ics
and Gynecology (effective 7/1/64).
MARCEL P. SANCHEZ, M.D ., Assistant in Pediatrics
(effect ive 7/1/64).
NICOLETTE SOLARI, B.S., M.S ., Assistant in Pediatrics
(Social Service).
WILLIAM STEPANSKY, B.S., M.D. , Assistant in MediCIne.
RONALD E. TRAUM, A.B. , M.D., Assistant in Obstetrics and Gynecology (effecti ve 7/1/64) .
ANNE W. W EBB, A.B ., M.S ., Assistant in Pediatrics
(Social Service).
JOE ED WHETSELL, M.D., Assistant in Medicine.
NATHAN ZANKMAN, A.B., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics (effective 7/ 1/64) .
GAIL AUGUST, A.B., A.M. , Research Fellow in Psychiatry (Psychology).
SYED IQBALUL HASAN, B.S., Research Fellow in Microbiology.
MERCEDES S. PEREZ-TAMAYO, B.S., Research Fellow
in Radiology (Radiation Therapy) .
BORIS TEMMER, M .D. , Research Fellow in Radiology.
KOUICHI TOKUNAGA, M.B., M.D., Research Fellow
in Surgery (effective 7/1/64) .
VIMONVAN VIPATAPATYA, M.D., Research Fellow in
Obstetrics and Gynecology.
CONSTANCE BIDDLE, B.A., M .B., Teaching Fellow in
Physiology (effective 10/15/63) .
ALI S. EMRANI, M .D., Nathan Lewis H atfield Fellow
in Urology (1964-1965) ,
ULMON POBER, B.S., Teaching Fellow in Ph ysiology
(effective 10/15/63) .
ROBERT G. STOCKMAL, B.S., Teaching Fellow in Microbiology.

REAPPOINTMENT
EFTYCHIA C. ARAMPATZI, M.D., Research Fellow in
Obstetrics and Gynecology (effective 7/1/64) .
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Jefferson
•

in

Puerto

Rico
by Gon zalo E. Aponte, M D., Class of 1952
and Associate Professor of Pathology

IN CE the practice of medicine in Puerto Rico is a
mirror of American medical practice, it reflects well
the splendid contribution Jefferson has made to the latter. A total of 65 Puerto Ricans have received their
medical degrees at Jefferson, the first one in 1874. Three
others are presently medical students and one of them,
Miss Isabel Saldana (' 67) , is the first Puerto Rican
woman to study medicine at Jefferson. Forty-eight of
these graduates are living, and 35 of them reside in the
island. The formation of a medical school by the University of Puerto Rico has reduced the number of college
graduates who leave the island to study medicine. There
were no Puerto Ricans in the graduat ing classes of
1957 to 1960, the longest period of time since 1904
durin g which none g raduated from Jefferson. This decrease has been noted mainly in the number of applications from students who study college at the Uni versity
of Puerto Rico. During the years 1921 to 1951, 61 per
cent of the Puerto Ricans who graduated from Jefferson
attended college in the island; whereas 64 per cent of
those who have entered Jefferson since 1952 graduated
from American colleges. Many different schools are
represented in the list of Puerto Rican alumni who attended American colleges. Since 1921, a total of 16
alumn i have g raduated from 14 different colleges-two
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from Georgetown , two from Frankl in and Marshall, and
one each from Loyola ( Chicago), George W ashington,
Penn State, D ickinson, Catholic U., Baylor, Villano va,
U. Richmond , Ursinus, Amherst, Mt. St. Mary's (Md.),
and Yale. Th e th ree Puerto Ricans who are now medical
students at Jefferson attended Georgetown University,
Goucher College and D artmouth College. Many other
Puerto Rican physicians, grad uates of other medical
schools, have taken their internships, residencies or fellowships at Jefferson. Th eir names are not included here
because the list we have is not complete.
Six alumni have sons who also graduated from Jefferson- I ) Dr . Enriq ue G. Matta ('12) and son Enrique
1. ('40); 2) Dr. Ni colas Sanabria (' 12) and sons
Arturo ('52 ) and John ('52); 3) Dr. Armando GardaSoltero (' 16) and son Armando ('43 ); 4) D r. Calixto
Rodri guez (' 17) and sons Roberto (,48) and Hector
(' 49); 5) Dr. Mario Fernan dez ('24) and son Manuel
('53); and 6) Dr. Antonio Ramos-Oller ('36) whose
son Anton io is in the Senior Class. Anot her group of
brothers also graduated from Jefferson-Dr. Frank Veve
(,4 2) and his broth er Juan (, 49 ) .
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Th e above map shows the location of Jefferson graduates in Puerto Rico.

Th e types of medical practice of the living alumni
are listed below. Although more physicians are engaged
in general practice than in any single specialty, many
kinds of specialization are represented. Jefferson became
known in Puerto Rico during the first two decades of
this century through the competence of the early alumni,
family doctors whose dedication and integrity earned for
them prestige and the admiration of all. They set the
example and were the mold" in which the subsequent
alumni were cast. The latter, in maintaining these high
standards , have brought additional honor to their Alma
Mater. Their professional activities extend beyond their
private medical practices to include teaching, research,
public health , administration and the multiple socioeconomic problems of the community. Jefferson has done
well for them and they have done well for Jefferson.

1906

Pablo M. Bonelli, the oldest living graduate , is
now retired from medical practice.

1907

Jose Gonzalez"

1911

Arturo Carbonell*

1912

Enrique G. Matta has been retired since 1944.
He has written a book, Th e Americana, which
deals with the conflicts between the Spanish
and American legal systems in Puerto Rico early
in the century. He .maintains his good spirits
despite illness..
Nicolas Sanabria is semi-retired and lives in
San German .

1913

Hiram Gonzalez y Rosario*

1914

Alfonso M. Padilla*

1874

Antonio Goicuria*

1915

Leandro Lopez de la Rosa*

1882

Augustin J. Herrero*

1916

1904

Jose S. Belaval*

Edgardo Quinones practices general Medicine
and Surgery in San German .
17

1916

Armando Garda-Soltero is semi-retired and lives
in Guayama.

Medical School. A biographic note on D r.
Koppisch appeared in the December 1961 issue
of the BULLETIN.

Ramon Ramirez-Santibafiez*
1917

1928

Juan A. Pons was for several years Commissioner of Public Health in San Juan. Following
his tenure in office he studi ed Geriatrics at D uke
University. Shortly after his return to the island
he suffered a coronary occlusion but has long
since recovered and is now actively engaged in
the practice of his specialty.

1929

Manuel Garda-Estrada, whose medical interest
is Preventive Medicine, specializes in occupational diseases and works with the government
in this capacity.

1931

Cesar Dominguez-Conde practices Pediatrics in
Humacao.

Andres Gilberto Ol iver]", a member of the U.S.
Air Force and specialist in Preventive Medicine
and aviation medicine, practices at the Maxwell
Air Force Base in Alabama.

1934

Antonio Navas, despite illness , continues an
active practice in Ophthalmology in Santurce.

Manuel de Diegoj> practi ces O rthopedic Surgery in Binghamton, N . Y .

1936

Antonio Ramos-Oll er, who for years practiced
general Medicine and Surgery, now dedicates
about 75 per cent of his time to the practice of
Pediatric Surgery. He took specialty tra ining in
Boston.

1938

Jose R. Gonz alez-Flores, an Intern ist whose
chief interest is card iovascular diseases, practices in Ponce.

1940

Enrique L. Matta, J r. t 4 is in the Department of
Public He alth in M iami, Florida.

1941

Manuel G. Carmona] " pr actices General Surgery
in Hollywood, Florida.

1942

Frank Veve is busy in the practice of general
Medi cine and Obstetri cs and Gynecology. His
oldest son studi es engineering at Penn State.
Dr. Veve is Secretary of the Puerto Rico Alumni
Chapter.

1943

Arm ando R. Garcia-Castillo p ractices Obstetrics
and Gynecology in Santurce. H e attended the
Jefferson Alumni Seminar in Madr id in 1963.

1944

Manuel Enrique Carrera] " lives in Cheltenham,
Pa., and practices general Medicine and Surgery.

Calixto Rodriguez has been ill but continues as
Director of the Hospital de Damas in Ponce .
Hilario B. Caso*

1918

Juan C. Rodriguez practices general Surgery in
Bayarnon.
Jenaro Barreras practices general Surgery in
Caguas .
Pedro Juan Carreras*

1919

Jorge Agui lu"
Vicente Font-Suarez practices general Medicine
in Santurce.
Agustin Mujica-Duefio*

1920

Julio Palmieri, who practices general Med icine
in the Sein Clinic of Santurce , has been a frequent participant in alumni affairs in the island .
Carlos A. Ponsj - was Pathologist at Fitkin
Memorial Hospital in Neptune, N . ]., but resigned about five years ago following a severe
attack of hepatitis. He is now well and is engag ed in the private practice of Pathology in
Asbury Park, N. J.
1921

Jose Rodriguez-Pastor, retired from medical
practice, is busy fomenting the Club de Oro, an
organization which aims at the protection and
welfare of the aged .
Manuel Maria Maeso*

1924

Mario C. Fernandez practi ces Psychiatry
Santurce,

In

Jose Antonio Da vila"
M iguel Evaristo Sala*
1927

William R. Gelpi, well known general practitioner from Pon ce, visits Jefferson not infrequently and has referred many of his patients
here.
Enrique Koppisch *, redoubtable Pathologist
who died in 1961, was a director of the School
of Tropical Medicine in Puerto Rico and later
H ead of the Pathology Department In the
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Agustin M. de Andino, a successful Internist
with special interest in endocrinology and metabolic diseases, has a very busy private practice
and also teaches at the medical school. D r. de
Andino took his residen cy training at Jefferson.

•

Gerhard Frommj P was born in Germany, but
went to Puerto Rico as a boy and graduated
f rom coll ege there. H e spe nt a year as NIH
Fellow in Neurophysiology at th e University of
Freiburg, Germany, and is now in the Neurophysiology Department at Tulan e.

Emilio F. Trilla, Dermatologist and faithful
Jefferson alumnus, lives in Carolina, P .R.
1945

Jo se Lu is Garcia-Oller] " practices Neurosurgery
in New Orleans .

1948

Rob ert o C. Rodriguez, Internist, practices in
Santurce and is Assist ant Professor of Medicine
in th e medi cal school.

1949

Ju an Eduardo Veve practices general Medicine
and Pediatrics in Fajardo and is Vice President
of th e Pu erto Rico Alumni Chapter. He visited
Jefferson du ring Alumni reunion week last
June.

1954

Cesar Colon -Bonetj t " is now associated in the
pri vate practice of In tern al Med icine with the
offices of Vant Hof, Yost and V roon in Grand
Rap ids, M ichigan .

19 56

Antonio Ramo s-Barroso h as a very busy practice
of general M edicine and Surgery in Bayam6n
and Santurce. H is cousin, Antonio, is now a
senior medical student at Jefferson.

1961

Enrique M. Vassallo is now with th e U .S. Army
in Korea. He pl ans to take a residency in Psych iatry in th e United States af ter the termination of his tour of duty.

196 3

Luis Santaell a interned at th e U niversity Hospital in Puerto Rico and has started a residency
in Pathology at th e medi cal schoo l there.

Hector F. Rodrigu ez, Internist, is Chief of
M ed icine at the Ponc e City Hospital.
19 50

Erich A. Everts -Suarezj " is D irector of Laborator ies at St. M ary's Hospital in Philadelphia
and Assist ant Professor of Pathology at Jefferson, where he took his residency training.
Jose R. Lirneresj ", who returned to Pu erto Rico
after his g rad uation, came back to the States
later and now practices general Surgery in N ew
Jersey.

1951

LJ

1952

Simon Pio vanett i is kept very busy in the practice of Pediatrics in Santurce. He took resid ency
train ing at Jefferson.
Luis Pi o Sanchez-Longo is Professor of Neurology at th e Un iversity of Pu erto Rico School of
Med icine , where he carri es on in vest igative work
on epilepsy. H e is President of the Puerto Rico
Alumni Chapter.
Jose H. Amadeo is a very successful Chi ef of
Surgery at th e Veterans Administration Hospital
in San Ju an. H e completed his residency training at Jefferson in 195 7 and then spent two
years with the U. S. Air Force in Al aska.
Gonzalo E. Apontet -v is Associate Professor of
Pathology, Markle Scholar in Medical Science
and Coordinator of Oncologic Teaching at Jefferson. He is also Research Collaborator at
Brookhaven National Laboratory in Long Island .
Arturo E. Sanabria, who resigned his post as
Medical Director of Ciales Municipal Hospital
last M arch , is now in general practice.

1953

Fernando Santi ago -Rivera has completed his internship at San Juan City Hospital.
196 5

Antonio Rarnos -Umpierre, senior student at
Jefferson.

196 7

Isabel C. Sald ana, sophomore student at Jefferson .

1968

Andres M ario Salazar, f reshma n student at Jeffe rson.

*Dece ased
[Not resid ents of Pu ert o Rico-I ) Asbury
Park, N . J.; 2) M axwell Ai r Fo rce Base, Ala bam a; 3) Binghamton, N . Y.; 4) Mi am i, Fla.;
5) Hollywood, Fla. ; 6 ) Chel ten ham, Pa.; 7)
New Orleans, La. ; 8) Rivert on , N . J.; 9)
Union, N . J.; 10 ) Philadelphia, Pa. ; 11) Hialeah , Fla.; 12) N ew Orleans, La.; 13) Grand
Rapids, Mi ch . .
The following Jefferson alum ni born in the
Un ited States now p ractice med icine in Puerto
Rico:
1) Dr. John L. Simon, 194D-Neurology

John F. Sanabria practices general Surgery in
Santurce and teaches at the medical school.

2) Dr. Stanl ey Stauffer, 19 53- Anesthesiology

M anuel Fern andez j t- practices Obstetrics and
Gyn ecology in H ialeah , Flo rid a.

3) D r. Robert C. Bastian, 1957-Internal
Medicine (U.S. Army)
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Solomon Solis-Cohen,
Doctor and Poet
The follo wing article was written b), 0,'. Ed ward C. Britt,
Class of 1933. It is the story of a man
who blend ed th e teachings of Hippocrates
with th e art of the .Muses.

T his Th omas Eakins, portrait of Dr. W illiam Smith
Forbes, who tallght Ana/om)' at Jefferson fr om 1879 to
1905, also depict s D r. Solis-Coben ( first row- second
f rom right , also see de/ail a/ left) while a student at
Jefferson.

PIRIT UALITY is a noun defined as pertaining to the
mind or spirit, as distinguished from matter, or
pertaining to the soul or higher nature of man. Spiritual
then, indeed, is the mood that suffuses the mere matter,
the bricks and mortar that constitute the Jefferson Medical College. At night, especially, as she stands silently,
softly breathing, one senses her in contemplation of an
historic past, musing upon a vigorous present, visualizing a greater future. Non-profit, non-sectarian, her only
" Raison D'Etre" the production of Medical Doctors, of
whom long ago Homer said "A physician is worth many
other men." Looking upward one is awed that relatively so small an institut ion could exert so world wide
an influence.
Perhaps it is an awe engendered by thoughts of those
historic figures delivered from the womb of their Alma
Mater, Samuel D . Gross, S. Weir Mitchell, W . W. Keen,
J. Marion Sims, Carlos Juan Finlay, Thomas Addis
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Emmet, ad infinitum and indicative of her continuing
fertility and ability to produ ce greatness, John H . Gibbon, Jr.
Perhaps she stands in the darkness as a fostering
Mother, meditating upon her great sons' importance in
the founding of nine medical schools among whom were
Levi Cooper Lane and Richard Beverly Cole of the Universities of Stanford and California , respectively, and
other distingu ished offspring, who make her content to
bathe in the reflected glory of their own great achievements.
Perhaps she is looking down upon the one hundred
and forty years of her countless, unheralded but heroic
sons, in hamlets throughout the world who "Cure sometimes, relieve often , and comfort always" (Hobart
Amory Hare) .
Perhaps these are the things that inspire her Alumni
body to make it the country's most loyal, which in re-

cent homage to two of its own, bestowed its annual
achievement award upon Louis H . Clerf, distin guished
emeritus professor of Broncho-Esophagology and Henry
1. Bockus, world renown ed Gastroenterologist. The latter, upon accepting the award said "Of all the honors
I have received, this one I covet the most, from my first
love, my Alma Mater."
Reflecting upon these thoughts and events it is not
without wond er that so many Alumni are so dedicated
and equally as moving is the same devotion found in so
many of Jefferson's g reat adopted sons, Thomas McCrae,
whose brother John composed " In Fland ers Fields", the
late Martin E. Rehfuss and J. Parsons Schaeffer, to mention a few. Sons who not only fell under the spell of
our Alma Mater but infus ed a new loyalty and spirituality into it.

the adopted and the actual
Beautifully and uniquel y illustrative of the crystallization of the loyalty and spirituality of the adopted and
the actual Alumnus were the brothers Solis-Cohen-D r.
Jacob Da Silva ( 1838-1927 ) M.D. 1860, the University
of Pennsylvania, pioneer Laryngologist, "The N estor of
American Laryngology" , military surgeon and until the
time of his death active in the affairs of the Jefferson
Alumn i Association ; and, the subject of this article, Dr.
Solomon ( 1857-1948 ) M.D. 1883, the Jefferson Medical College.
Solomon Solis-Cohen, M.D. , Sc.D ., D.H.L., physician,
poet, scholar, scientist, who made original contributions
in each field and who " Represented the Confluence of
his ancestry," was born in Phil adelph ia on September 1,
1857, a descendent of a colonial pr e-revolution ary family. A remnant of a letter written by his gra ndfather,
Mr . D avid H ays, in wh ich can be made out the words
"W hen the enemy came to Bedfo rd and burn ed my
house on Jul y 2nd, 1778" refers to a Revolut ionary W ar
incident in w~ich the Hays home in Bedford, We stchester Coun ty, N ew York, was destroyed by the Tori es
and the British und er Lieutenant Colonel Tarleton. On e
week later they set fire to the entire village. Doctor
Solomon Solis-Cohen received his B.S. from the Central
H igh School here and his M.A. five years later. Upon
graduation, at the age of fifteen, he delivered the honor
essay "The Study of the Physical Sciences" at Central's
68th semi-annu al commencement held on July 3rd , 1872.
" It was somewhat pond erous," he recalled at the age of
eighty-two. He took up bookkeeping for the next eight
years but becoming disenchanted with debits and credits
he rejected this d iscipl in~ and thereafter never kept any

accounts. " I decided that I' d get along better in medicine. My brother Jacob, twenty years my senior, who had
served in the Civil W ar (wi nning three decorations for
valor and fifty years later, the Congressional Medal of
Honor, ed.) was a noted laryngologist. I asked him for
a chance. In those days a medical student started with
practice not theory. He ente red a Doctor's office, went
to the hospital with him and learned first hand."
H e began his medical career in 1884 as Chief Clin ical
Assistant to the Ou t-Patient Department of Jefferson
H ospital. His first appoi ntment to the faculty was in
1885 as lecturer on special therapeutics. In 1888 he was
made clinical lecturer on medicine, in 1902 assistant
pro fessor of clinical medicine and from 1904 to 1927,
professor of clinical medicine, becoming emeritus professor in 1927.
Dr. Solis-Cohea was a prodi g ious worker and a prolific writer and while these dates represent forty-th ree
years of devotion to his profession they by no means
encompass his medical accomplishments, nor do they
g ive any insight into the spiritual nature of this great
man which ran concurrently and as an integral part of
his scientific achievements. W hile describing vasomotor
ataxia fo r example, he was at the same time capable of
composing "Fo r I Know That My Redeemer Liveth",
" 0 Love, I Cried, Thou Saidst Thy Path Wa s Strewn
With Roses" , "Love Called Me Not Away" and the
charm ing "Soft W hite Hands That Touch My Cheek" .
Th is latter poem referred to his son, D. Hays SolisCohen, aetat eleven mont hs. A distingu ished son of a
distinguished father, Mr. Solis-Cohen is now a Philadelphia lawyer and a member of the board of trustees
of the Jefferson Medical College.
So many and varied were D r. Solis-Cohea's activities
that it is impossible to list all of them here. A bibliograp hy of his writings and addresses consisting of
eighty-four pages of fine print, emphasizes this difficulty.
Thi s was the last work of the late Edward D . Coleman
who held this effort close to his heart. A. great admirer
of Dr. Solis-Cohen he considered this arduous compilation a labor of love.

highlights of his career
N evertheless a resume of his career, by Dr. Augustus
A. Eshner, touching upon some of its highligh ts, is
herewith presented .
In addition to his forty-three years at Jefferson he was
Professor of Clinical Medicine and Th erapeutics at the
Philadelph ia Polyclinic and Graduates in Medicine and
physician to its Hospital from 1887 to 1902. H e was
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lecturer on Therapeutics at the Medic al School of D artmouth College from 1890 to 1893; physician to the
Ph iladelph ia General and Jewish Hospitals from 1887
to 1927, and thereafter consulting physician; physician
to the Rush Hospital from 1890 to 1920; and consulting
Laryngolo gist to the Pennsylvan ia Institution fo r the
Feeble-Minded at Elwyn, 1894- 1895.
He also served as consulting physician to the Pennsylvania State Hospital for the Insane at Norristown from
1900 to 1924. He was a member of the Board of Managers of the Muni cipal League of Ph iladelph ia from
1893 to 1896 . He was one of the founders of the N ational Tuberculosis Association in 1904. He was a trust ee
of the United States Pharmacopeial Convention from
1920 to 1940. He was a member of the Philadelphia
Board of Education from 1925 to 1943, and to the
deliberations and activities of th is body he made wise
and constructive contributions. His memory is perpetuated in the Solomon Solis-Cohen Elementary Public
School. H e served as Director of the School of Design
for Women f rom 1927 to 1930 .
Dr. Cohen was a member of many and varied learn ed,
cultu ral and scientific organizations at hom e and abroad,
and he held official positions in a number. He was President of the Philadelphi a County Medical Society in
1898 and 1899, and became a Fellow of the College
of Physicians in 1888 . He was awarded the Honorary
Degr ee of Doctor of Hebrew Literature by the Jewish
Theological Semin ary of Ameri ca in 1926, the Honorary
Degree of Doctor of Science by Jefferson Medical College in 1933, and the same D egr ee by the Phil adelph ia
College of Pharmacy and Science in 1939.

vasomotor ataxia
S. Solis-Cohen was the first to recognize in 1885 the
interrelationship of the g roup of disorders which he
named vasomotor ataxia or autonomic imbalance. In
1892, he gave a description of that conditi on, the first in
.medical literatur e. Vasomotor ataxia is a form of autonomic ataxia causing irregul arities in the peripheral circulation marked by alterations of the powers of vasoconstriction and vasodilation of the smaller blood vessels,
or a lack of co-ordination between the sympathetic and
parasympath etic nervous system.
He showed that it und erlied many puzz ling disorders
previousl y attributed to " Idiosyncrasies" including hay
fever, eczema, asthma, h ives, and Graves Disease. He
pointed out the connection of autonomic disturb ances
with distur bed fun ctions of the glands of internal secretion and the dependence of its various groups on special
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excitants, a phenomenon since termed " Allergic Reaction. "
He advocated hydrotherapy III the treatment of typhoid feve r as well as hydrotherapy in general. Th ese
and kindred meth ods, electrotherapy, pn eumotherapy,
climatotherapy, serotherapy, radiogr aph y, suggestion and
menta l therapy , togeth er with hygienic and preventative
measures formed the themes of his "System of Physiologic Therapeutics" 1900-1905 in eleven volumes. He
was one of the first to use endocrines as medicaments. Th us
the use of adre nal and pituitary pr oducts in asthma, hay
fe ver, hives, and like disturb ances was first advocated by
him . H is pharm acotherapeut ics (co-autho r), a 2,000 page
treatise, contains in addi tion to a tho rough expositio n of
the pr inciples of medicine, a full discussion of the h istory, properties and uses of virtually all dru gs of proved
worth .

poet and translator
Dr. Solis-Cohen was an ardent student of H ebrew and
was taught by masters of th is ancient language. He translated the work s of med ieval poets and his translation of
the poems of Moses Ibn Ezra, Hebrew medieval poet of
Spain , is famous among scholars. Other translations of
ancient Hebrew poems into Engli sh revived masterpieces
of Jewish culture that otherwise may have been lost.
Poet ry was his hobby. " But I wasn't a very good poet,"
he said, "I onl y rhymed when I felt like it." Th is statement is cha racteristic of the hum ility of the man. His
poem "W hen Love Passed By" originally appeared in
Scribner's magazine in 1888, then in literally hundreds
of oth er publ ication s and was translated into 23 foreign
languages. On e of his poems, the famous " For I Know
My Redeemer Liveth," was reprinted by John Greenleaf
W hittier in his anthology Songs of Three Centuries.
A collection of his poems and oth er verses, includin g
translations from Hebrew poets of the M iddle Ages,
was published und er the tit le of "W hen Love Passed
By," in 1929 . This includes among othe r poems alread y
ment ioned , "In Her Eyes," " Love is the Best of Life"
and the beautiful " Wake My Darling From T hy Slumbers,"
A collection of his writings und er the title Judaism
and Science and Oth er A ddr esses was pri vately p rinted
in 1940 by Mr. A. S. W. Rosenbach, famous collector
of rare books and manuscript s and publi shed by his
fr iends in honor of his eighty-second birthday, September 1, 1939.
The articles ther ein range f rom the title piece "Judaism and Science" to " Franklin, the Ph iladelph ian" and

"Washingto n's Death and the Doctors." Th e entire work
consists of two-hundred and seventy-four pages.

there is no conflict

•

He dealt with the alleged conflict between science
and religion . "There is no conflict" he contended. He
studied Darwin, Hu xley, Spencer and other evolutionists and pointed out that a belief in a creative diety was
not inconsistent with science. He fe lt that science conflicted only with dogmatic theology for which he had
no taste. "Out of the Beast Have W e Risen; But Mark,
We H ave Risen." (s.s.-c)
In national politics he fought the demand fo r an impierialist policy fo r the Uni ted States and defended
freedom for the Philippines. "A good deal of the diplomacy of today can be described," he said "in Napoleon's
words 'Those lies agreed upon' ." In local politics he
joined reform movements and battled the organization.
In economics he wrote and argued in favor of the single
tax theory of Henry George. "If George's doctrines
were put into effect there would be no need for a socalled planned economy."
He was skeptical of the agitation for socialized medicine. He said, " Anything that would bring scientific
medicine under government contro l or that would make
the government the dictator of medical practice, would
be a great misfortune to science, the physician and the
country at large."
At eighty-two he was hesitant about how to reach this
age. " I'm afraid my long life came about throug h violating all the rules I laid down for others. I have always
believed in moderation even in following rules."
Du ring his medical career he had as patients, Ramsay
MacDonald, ex-Prime Min ister of England, Paul Du
Chaillu, African explorer and Reginald Wright Kauffman, novelist. The latter two men dedicated books to
him .

paying his debt
At the age of eighty-two he became restricted to office
work and consultations. He wanted to conserve his energy for his work as a member of the Board of Education. "By continui ng as a member of the Board I'm
trying to pay my debt for my education in Philadelph ia
public schools." As a member of the Board (1925-1943)
he was influential in the adoption of D iph theria immunization in the public schools. As President of the Ph ila-

delphia County Medical Society ( 1898 and 1899) he
was instrumental in introduc ing effective filtration in
the Philadelphia water supply, thus markedly reducing
the incidence of typhoid fever.
Th ere were many things he would have enjoyed during his life but he couldn't find time for them. "One
must accept life as it comes. Naturally every man think s
of projects he would like to carry out. He gets wond erful ideas but there isn't time to do anything about them
and they vanish. I have no especial plan s for the future
( he was then eighty-two). I haven't set any age I'd like
to attain. I live in the day and look forward to the future calmly." D r. S. Solis-Cohen died on July 12th,
1948, at the age of ninety, of Parkinson ism and Bronchopne umonia .
D r. Augustus A. Eshner, a colleague of Dr. SolisCohen and fellow Jeffersonian, class of 1888, has written the following beautiful memorial to him .

a poet of charm
" He was a poet of charm and grace, with a strength
of beauty and imagery and expression. H is verse has
found a permanent place in literature.
" D r. Cohen's artistic faculty found outlet in work in
pastel and in painting in oil at a period when relaxation
of the pressure from professional obligations permitted
its exercise.
"The. declining years of his life were clouded by a
cruel and progressive malady that brought physical disability, without obscuring the native clarity of his mind
or repressing the vital buoyancy of his spirit.
"D r. Cohen was an ornament to his profession and a
pillar of strength in the divers fields in which he exercised his talents. He was a keen and critical observer of
clinical phenomena, an acute and discerning diagno stician, a sympathetic and helpful consultant and a resourceful therapeutist of wide horizon . He was a per.
suasive and convincing teacher, who kept fully abreast
of the advances in his field of activity and maintained
a lively interest in his students,
" He was to many, equally of low degree as of high
estate, the beloved physician. A beacon of cheer and of
hope, a token and a symbol of escape and recovery, a
bulwark of defense in the face of sickness and adversity.
"D r. Cohen was a man of exalted intellectual caliber
and statu re, both quantitatively and qual itatively, and he
exerted an elevating and forward looking influence in
the spheres of activity in which he participated. He was
possessed of strong convictions and fort ified with the
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courage to stoutly proclaim and defend them.
"He had a passion for precision and truth and for
justice and right, in practice and in p rinciple. He was
eloquent and forceful in the written and in the spoken
word and his diction attained a high degree of perfection. He had a profound interest and at times took an
active part in civic and communal affairs and always on
the side of progress and reform.
"Dr. Cohen represented the confluence of his ancestry. To his descendants he has transmitted the custody
of a precious heritage tenderly to be cherished."
In addition to the detail from Thomas Eakins shown
herein there is a portrait of the distinguished Doctor in
McClellan Hall, presented to Jefferson by his friends in
1929. It was painted by Maurice Molarsky.
Dr. Leon Solis-Cohen, a Jefferson alumnus, class of
1912, has graciously provided, together with many of

the works from which this material was taken, a poem
of his father's, dictated a few days before his death :
THROUGH THE SHADE
Why dost thou tremble and shudder
My soul, shrinking back as in fear?
Danger nor toil hath appalled thee
In all the long journey till here.
Let not thy courage forsake thee,
o soul, now the end draws near.

o Body-the shadow, the valley!
My soul, keep thy path undismayed;
'Tis the hillslope of Life casts the shadowAnd there shall my footsteps be stayed;
But beyond, shines for thee Light Eternalo soul, to the Light through the shade.

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS PARTICIPATE
IN SECOND BIO-SCIENCE PROGRAM
AT

the request of Mr. Allen Platt, co-ordinator of
science teaching of the Philadelphia Board of
Education, the Physiology Department during the summers of 1963 and 1964 conducted ten-week programs
of laboratory work in biomedical science for the high
school student.
The purpose of the program was to provide educational stimulation and experience for outstanding students by means of direct contact with investigators.
Increased co-operation between the nation's colleges and
the high schools in arranging science education curricula
have enabled colleges to early recognize students with
high scholastic potential. Such programs are well within
the abilities of the student, even when they are of quite
advanced nature, and serve to channel the students into
areas of interest with which they come to identify themselves.
Both summers, twelve students from the 11th and
12th grades were selected by the science teachers of

£l.
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their respective high schools. Selection was made from
the top students in each class. Participating were students
representing most of the high schools in Philadelphia,
as well as several in the suburbs and New Jersey. (Each
student, incidentally, was covered by an accident insurance policy in the amount of 1000 at a premium of
$2 .00 per student.)
The high school students were distributed among staff
members to form teams. 'Each team consisted of a staff
member, a Ph.D. graduate student and/or a medical
student, a college pre-medical student, and one or two
high school students. The high school students learned
the literature background, the pUlpose of each experiment, and technical details of the operative procedures.
Each became quite proficient in the handling of animals
and the use of equipment. The high school student came
to be a junior member of the research project team and
did not consider his duties to be merely technical.
At the close of each session, the students have written

Assembling a disarticulated seeleton.

reports on the particular areas explored. They presented
topics such as "The Use of Monomer 'Glue ' in Surgery"
(Michael Cohen, Cherry Hill High School, 1963),
"Local Anesthetics and Visceral Functions" (Joseph
Harabin, Central High School, 1963), "The Effect of
Tissue Extracts on the Healing of Stomach Wounds"
(Hal Beilan, Central High School, 1964) and "Vagal
Response in Dogs" (Madeline Staller, Girls High
School, 1964).
Except for the extent of their knowledge, the high
school students conducted their assignments as well as
did most of the medical students. A high level of enthusiasm was maintained by the high school students
throughout the 10-week period. No student was ever
absent or tardy, and the staff was gratified by the maturity shown by the students.
Expressing his approval on behalf of the Board of
Education, Mr. Platt said that ". . . the enthusiastic
comments made by the students are a tribute to the
excellence of the program." For a student at the Benjamin Franklin High School and two-year participator,
the Jefferson program was a stimulation for his career
goal. He said, "The program increased my desire to do
well in school, so that I can go into the field of my choice:'
According to Charles Dorfman from Cheltenham High
School, "The Jefferson Bio-Science program had two
very important characteristics that made it worth while.
. . . These were the independence and responsibility
which were allowed. With these, you could work pretty
much on your own and become involved in what you're
doing:'
It is expected that the High School student program
will be continued and expanded next year. "To be able
to co-operate with you for a long time to come," is the
hope expressed to Jefferson by the Board of Education.

Instrumentation briefing for high school and college students.

-e

Effect of EGG pattem of exercise on bicycle ergometer.
Medical student Alan White in background.

Determining effect of vagUJ stimulation
on EKG, blood pressure, respiration, and
gall bladder evacuation. Medical student
Robert Rockfeld on right.
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Progress Report

•

Alumni Division Realizes 59% of its Goal
ON GRAT ULATI ON S to the first thousand who
have contrib uted or pledged or indicated that they
would contrib ute a total of $513,452.00 to the Alumni
Division of the Building Fund D rive ! Included in this
total is a generous gift of $25,000.00 by Mrs. Jerome
Louchheim in honor of George Willauer, M.D., one
of your Associate National Chairmen in this Building
Fund Drive. If we add to this half a million dollars,
the amount contributed by the Alumni on the Faculty,
the grand total amounts to almost three quarters of a
million dollars. More exactly, this grand total rounded
out to the nearest thousand amounts to 745,000.00.
This represents 59 per cent of our 1,250,000.00 goal.
I think we should all be very proud of this record of
the help that the Alumni are extending to their Alma
Mater to help build a magnificent new school and campus. I believe we should be especially proud because
1) the campaign was very brief; 2) the Annual Alumni
Giving was not interfered with and 3) these contributions were made in spite of heavy p ressure to suppo rt
local hospitals and charities .
Only a few specially selected Alumni, many of them
serving as Area Chairmen, were approac hed duri ng the
first three mont hs of our D rive f rom the midd le of December 1963 to the midd le of March 1964, at which
time the first phase of our D rive was completed. Letters
were then mailed during the last week in Ma rch to the
Alumni who had not yet been approached. On May 20,
1964, a follow-up letter was then sent to the Alumni
who had not yet contributed. Finally, during the last three
months many Area Chairmen did a magnificent job in
approaching those Alumni in their immediate areas who
have not yet contributed. Thus, in a brief period of nine
months, we have raised over half a million dollars. Actually, the vast majority of you first heard of the Building Fund Drive only about six months ago on April 1,
1964 . To achieve what we have in this lengt h of time
I regard as a mag nificent accomplishment.

C
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I am proud that we have accomplis hed what we have
durin g th is period of solicitation for the 16th Annual
Alumni Giving. Th is 16th Annua l Alumni Giving
totaled in round figures $177 ,000.00, which is the largest amount ever raised at Jefferson in an Annual Alumni
Giving D rive, and amounts to over 50 per cent more
than it was five years ago. Some 3,500 of you contributed to this magnificent Alumni Giving and many of
you may well have been confused by the second appeal
for the Building Fund Drive. Nevertheless, a thousand
of you responded generously , for which I extend my
earnest thanks and congratulations.
Finally, this laudable response was made in spite of
the pressure from local charitable organizations and
local hospital drives, to which no practicing physician
can avoid contributing. For these three reasons especially,
I take my hat off to this first thousand.

Plans for the Future
N ow what are the plans for the future? We are about
half a mill ion dollars short of our goal, and several
thousand Alumni short of contributors. In view of the
brevity of the drive (for most Alumni it was two
mont hs, Apri l 1 to June 1, 1964), the National CoChairmen, the Campaign Committee and I requested an
extension of the time from Mr. Sienkiewicz, the General Chairman of the Building Fund Drive. Mr . Sienkiewicz was agreeable to this. We plan, therefore, to send
a letter to all Alumni reporting on the progress of the
Building Fund Drive, thanking those first thousand for
their contributions and asking a few more thousand to
contribute so that we can go over the top. After all,
since 3,500 Alumni contributed to the last Annual
Alumni Giving D rive, should we not expect at least
anot her 2,500 Alumni to give to the Building Fund
D rive for a greater Jefferson ?

Mr. D . Hay Solis-Coh en, member of the
Board of Tru stees, studies plans f or the
auditorium to be named in his honor in the
new Basic Science- Student Comm ons Building.
Mr . Gustave G. Amsterdam (left), member of
the Board, is Chairman of the Solis-Coben
testimonial group which donated more than
$100,000 to 1efferson [or this project.
M r. Bodine is shown at right.

I might remind you that this is the first time in over
50 years that Alumni have been asked to contribute to a
Building Fund Drive. I might also emphasize that this

is a capital gifts campaign. The most inexpensive way
of making a capital gift is to give stocks which have
appreciated over the years, and on which you would
have to pay a capital gains tax if the securities were sold.
In transferring such stocks which have appreciated in

value to Jefferson, it is possible to deduct the market
value of the security as a charitable gift on your income
tax. Furthermore, no capital gains tax need be paid.
I look forward to a successful windup of our campaign with gifts from at least 2,000 more Alumn i, gifts
for a greater Jefferson.
JOHN H. GIBBON, JR ., M.D.
National Chairman, Alumni Division

Hare Society Enters 74th Year

"D

R. Hare's career demonstrated the inestimable
value of laboratory training, research and the
spirit of research in laying the foundation for a teacher
of the art and science of medicine, for a sound practitioner, and for a safe and well-informed consultant. To
all these tasks, faithfu lly performed, he lent a new vitality. He believed thoroughly in his mission: to train
medical students for their careers to be devoted to the
relief of human suffering and the prolongation of human life . His own life he lived abundantly ; he gave
richly of the best that was in him. He set his distinctive

mark upon our science," commented the distinguished
American Ophthalmologist D r. G. E. DeSchweinitz on
learning of the death of his close friend D r. Hobart
Amory Hare on June 15, 1931.
Dr. Hare's g reatness was paid many tributes during
his lifetime not the least of which was the formation of
the first continuing undergraduate student organization
in the history of Jefferson- The Hare Honor Medical
Society-founded in 1891 as The Hobart Amory Hare
Honor Medical Society in honor of Dr. Hare , then
Professor of Medicine.
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To be accepted fo r membership in the society is an
admirable accomplishment in the life of a student. Any
junior or senior medical student interested in Intern al
Med icine may make application, through a written request sent to the Dep artment of Medicine. After reviewing the applicant' s scholastic record, the Department
notifies the stud ent if he has been accepted. Once accepted, the student is required to maintain a high level
of participation and ach ievement in the field of medicine
and to partici pate actively in the Society's meetings
(w hich are held monthly with compulsory attendance)
in order to remain a member of the Society. Memb ership in the Society is limited to fifty students.
Th e purpose of the Society as stated in its constitution is "to promote the extracur ricular, scientific, moral ,
ethical and philosophic discussion of the many phases of
the art and science of Int ernal Medicine among the
stud ents." Th e Society is sponsored by Dr. Robert I.
Wis e, the Magee Professor of Medicine and Head of the
Departm ent, who together with the Society's faculty
advisor D r. Joseph Med off, Assistant Professor of Clin ical Medicine, offer active interest and encouragement to
the Society and its members.
Each year two of the Society's monthly meetings
generally consist of journ al clubs at which time members read selected papers and discuss subjects pertaining
to Int ernal Medicine. At other meetings experts in the

various branches of In ternal Medicine, from Jefferson
and other medical cente rs, are invited to speak before
the Society. And annually a c.P.c. meeting is held in
which the case records of a patient are presented and
discussed.
The year's activities culminate in the Annual Lobster
Banqu et held in the spring at Old Bookbinders. The
members then have the opp ortunity of visiting and exchanging ideas with members of the faculty, in addition
to hearing addresses by emine nt men in the field of
Medicine. Included in the list of physicians who have
spoken at the banquet are D r. W illiam B. Castle, the
Francis Weld Peabody Faculty Professor of Medicine ,
Harvard Medical School; Dr. W esley Spink, Professor
of Medicine, Uni versity of Minnesota; and Dr. William
Bean, Professor of Medicine, Iowa Medical College and
Editor of Archives of Internal M edicine, all of whom
hold honorary memberships in the Society. In addition
to the keynote speaker of the evening, invitat ions are
issued to the heads of the Departments of Medicine in
the Ph iladelph ia medical schools.
Th e Society is now enteri ng its 74th year and looks
forw ard to a successful year, success which has a solid
foundation in a proud herit age beginn ing with D r. H are
and continuing throu gh the years with men like Patterson, Rehfuss , and Duncan.

Photo taken durin g th e Annual Lobster Dinner of the Hare H onor M edical Society held
M ay 1, 1964, at Old Bookbinders in Philadelphia shows ( from left) Dr. W illiam A .
Sodeman, Dr. William Bean, and Dr. Th omas Durant, Prof essor of M edicine and Head
of the Departm ent at T emple Univ ersity M edical School. Dr. Bean was guest speaker at
the affair and Dr. Durant attended as a guest of th e Society.
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News of College Departments

ADMINISTRATION
DR. SAMUEL S. CONLEY, JR., Assistant Dean, was the
main speaker of a Clinic Day session sponsored by Altoona Hospital on August 15th. His subject was "New
Ideas in Medical Education."
MR. ROBERT T. LENTZ, Librarian, has been appointed
Chairman of the Committee on Bibliographical Projects
of the Medical Library Association.

ANATOMY
DR. ANDREW J. RAMSAY, Professor of
Anatomy, Head of the Department and
Director of The Daniel Baugh Institute
of Anatomy, and Dr. Sigfrid Zitzlsperger,
Associate Professor of Anatomy, participated in the sixth annual meeting of the
Council on Medical Television held in
Atlanta, May 19-22. Dr. Ramsay, as
Chairman of the Board of the Council, presided at the
meeting which was held at the Communicable Disease
Center of the United States Public Health Service and
its Audiovisual Facility.
The Council on Medical Television, originally a segment of the Institute for the Advancement of Medical
Communication at the National Institutes of Health,
gained independent status in March, 1964, through incorporation. Originally concerned chiefly with the development and adaptation of television techniques to improve communication between the Health Sciences Educational and Research Centers and Medical and Dental
practitioners, particularly in the areas of postgraduate
and continuing medical education, the Council has developed rapidly and now embraces activities in all of
the health sciences, medicine, dentistry, nursing, veterinary medicine, and the various paramedical fields. The
interest and activities of the Council are of course not

limited to the use of television alone but include all
methods of audio and visual communication in relation
to teaching and learning procedures.
The television techniques and the ph ilosophy of their
use in teaching anatomy, as developed and utilized first
at The Daniel Baugh Institute of Anatomy, have served
as prototypes for installations and usages in teaching
anatomy (and other basic medical sciences) at many
leading medical schools and undergraduate institutions.
DR. ALBERT W. SEDAR, Associate Professor of
Anatomy, presented a paper entitled "Localization of
the Succinic Dehydrogenase System in Bacteria Using
Combined Techniques of Cytochemistry and Electron
Microscopy" at the second International Congress of
Histo and Cytochemistry at the University of Frankfurt,
Germany, August 16-21, 1964.
DR. BERNARD J. MILLER, Assistant Professor of
Applied Anatomy, has been awarded a research grant
by the Council for Tobacco Research-U.S.A.

BIOCHEMISTRY
DR. ABRAHAM CANTAROW, Professor of Biochemistry
and Head of the Department, was a member of the
Program Planning Committee for the Fifth National
Cancer Conference held in Philadelphia, September 17th
through 19th.

MEDICINE
DR. ROBERT 1. W IS E,
Magee Professor of Medicine and Head of the Department, spoke on "Fever
of Unknown Origin" at the
1964 Symposium on Infectious Diseases held September 18th at the University of
Kansas Medical Center, Kansas City, Kansas.
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DR. JOSEPH J. Ru r », Associate P rofessor of Cl in ical
Medicine, was one of six physicians who spoke at the
symposium on " Obesity-Dangers of a WeIl·Fed Population" held in Chicopee, Mass. , on June 17th.
DR. H ERMAN L. R UDOLPH, Assistant P rofessor of
Medi cine (Physical Medicine), was elected P resident of
th e American Academy of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation at the recent annual scientific session in
Boston the week of August 23, 1964.

OBSTETRICS AN D GYNECOLOGY
DR. WARREN R. LANG, P rofessor of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, presented a paper entitled "Epithe lial Regeneration in the Human Uterine Cervix" at the meeting
of the American Association of Obstetricians and G ynecologists at Hot Springs, Va., on September loth. T he
paper was prepared in coIlaboration with D R. GONZALO
E. ApONTE, Associate Professor of Pathology.

PH ARMA COLOGY
The Jefferson Medical Coll ege Hospital is one of 32 institutions wh ich
has been accredited for the tr ain ing of
residents in hospital ph armacy by the
board of directors of the Am erican
Society of Hospital Pharmacists. Jefferson 's was the first accreditation to be g ranted .
D R. JULIUS M . COON, Professor of Pharmacology and
Head of the Department, and DR. ROLAND W. MANTHEI, Associate Professor of Pharmacology, together
with graduate students MR. WILLIAM LYNCH and MISS
NAM HEE LEE attended the annual faIl meeting of th e
American Society for Pharmacology and Experimental
T herapeutics in Lawrence, Kansas at the University of
K ansas, August 24·27. Dr. Manthei presented a paper
entitled " A ltered Hexobarbital Activity in Response to
Dietary Stress" which he prepared with the help of
Miss Lee.

PSYCHIATRY
ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY
The Jefferson O rthopaed ic
Society will hold its Fifth
Annual Meeting in McClellan HaIl on O ctober 29-30,
1964. Members expected to
attend include alumni, former residents, and interns of
the Jefferson Hospital. P resident Joseph Flyn n of O rlando, Florida, wi Il preside and disc ussio ns by D R.
ANTHONY F. D E PALMA, James Edwards Professor of
Orthopedic Surgery and Head of the D epartment, wi Il
follow.

DR. FLOYD S. CORNELISON, JR., Professor of Psychiatry and Head of the D epartment, atte nded the
Annual APA Meeting in Los An geles , May 4-8, where
he deli vered two papers : " Use of Motion Pictu res in
Teaching Behavioral Ph enomena" and " Man's U rge to
Leave the Earth. " On August 17th Dr. Cornelison p resented " Use of T .V. and Motion Pictures in Teaching
Psychiatry in a Medical Center" at the Annual M eeting
of University Film Producers Association in Oklahoma
City .

OTOLARYNGOLOGY

DR. EDWARD GOTTHEIL, Associate Professor of Psychiatry, attended the American Psychological Association annual convention in Los Angeles, California, September 7-9, where he presented " Leader an d Squad
Attributes related to the Morale of Military Squads"
and " I nteraction of Lead er and Squad Attributes Related
to Performance of Military Squads." Dr. Gottheil was a
co-author of both papers.

DR. JOSEPH SATALOFF, Associate Professor of O tolaryn gology, served as Associate Director of the fifth
annual Postgraduate Course in Otolaryngology held at
Colby CoIlege July 29-31. The course reviewed the fundamental principles and recent advances in O tolaryngology.

DR. G ERALD R. CLARK, Assistant Pro fessor of Clinical Psychiatry, attended the Intern ational Copenhagen
Conference on the Scientific Study of M ent al Retardation in Copenhagen, Denmark , f rom Au gust 7th to 14 th ,
and presented a paper entitled " Social Psychiatry in
Mental Retardation." FoIlowing the con ference, D r.
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Clark made a two weeks' tour of mental retardation
facilities in Russia.
DR. LEO C. FREEMAN, Instructor in Psychiatry, recently lectured to the Elementary school teachers of
Springfield Township on "Behavioral Disorders of Children and Problems of Management."
DR. ROGER D. FREEMAN, Instructor in Psychiatry,
served as a panelist for Special Educators of Central
Pennsylvania on the subject of "Psychiatric Aspects of
Brain-Injured Children in the Classroom." The panel,
sponsored by United Cerebral Palsy of Pennsylvania,
was held at Dickinson College on March 28th.
DR. ROBERT S. GARBER, Instructor in Psychiatry,
lectured on "Management of the Depressed Patient"
before a group of general practitioners at Westbrook
Psychiatric Hospital in Richmond, Va., on May 16th.
On September 9th he presided over a meeting of the
AP A Commission on Manpower as Interim Chairman.
September 11-13, Dr. Garber attended a Special Council
Meeting of APA as a Presidential Appointee.

RADIOLOGY
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DR. PHILIP J. HODES, Professor of
Radiology and Head of the Department, and the staff of the Radiology
Department participated in VII Symposium Neuroadiologicum held at the
Waldorf Astoria in New York City,
September 20·25, 1964. Dr. Hodes
was on the committee planning the
program and was a member of the
Public Relations Staff interpreting the developments discussed at the symposium for the lay press. On September
21st Dr. Hodes lectured and answered questions pertaining to the small bowel at a Clinic Day of Post Graduate
Medical Education sponsored by the Long Beach Medical Association in Long Beach, California. October 2-9,
Dr. Hodes led the American Delegation to the VIII
InterAmerican Congress of Radiology in Caracas, Venezuela. In addition to leading the delegation, Dr. Hodes
delivered the major address in which he discussed "Radiology Education in the United States." On October
10th he flew to Fargo, North Dakota, for the dedication
of a new building at the Dakota Clinic. At this dedication all the visiting Darrow-Long Lecturers of previ-

ous years were reassembled for the symposium . Dr.
Hodes was honored as the Darrow-Long lecturer in
1962.
DR. Roy R. GREENING, Professor of Rad iology, lectured on pulmonary diseases at the Huntington, West
Virginia, Veterans Administration Hospital on September 10th.
DR. JACK EDEIKEN, Associate Professor of Rad iology,
will deliver two refresher courses in the section on
Radiology at the Southern Medical Association annual
meeting in Memphis, Tenn., November 16 through 19.
The courses will deal with his specialties, bone tumors
and the arthritides.
DR. ROBERT O. GORSON, Associate Professor of Radiology (Medical Physics), has been named to the
Board of Directors of the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements. The Council was
created by an Act of Congress signed by the President
on July 14, 1964.
The Department of Radiology was represented at the
American Roentgen Ray Society Meeting in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, held the week of September 29th by DR.
GREENING, DR. GERALD D. DODD, Clinical Professor
of Radiology, and DR. SIDNEY WALLACE, Instructor in
Radiology, who gave a special course for the Radiologists at the meeting on Lymphangiography. This technique was extensively developed at Jefferson by Dr.
Wallace.

SURGERY
DR. JOHN H. GIBBON, JR., The Samuel D. Gross
Professor of Surgery and Head of the Department, was
elected President of the Society for Vascular Surgery at
its annual meeting, June 21, in San Francisco. On September 29th, Dr. Gibbon spoke on "Changing Concepts
in the Therapy of Cancer of the Esophagus " before the
Tennessee Valley Medical Assembly in Chattanooga,
Tennessee.

UROLOGY
DR. PAUL D. ZIMSKIND, Assistant Professor of Urology, presented a paper entitled " Production of an Aperis taltic Ureteral Segment in Dogs" at the meeting of the
American Physiological Society at Providence, Rhode
Island, on September 10, 1964.
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The Missing 49 Per Cent
J

EFFERSON has many g reat traditions and one of them, of which we are very prou d, is the loyalty of
our Alumni as manifested through our 16 years of Annual Givin g.
Last year 51% of our Alumni sent contributions-but what of the other 49%? W e cannot believe
th at this large segment of our graduates is less loyal than those who contr ibuted, yet this is the obvious
conclusion. If you were one of the "missing" in last year's Dri ve, we are sure that whatever the reason, it
was not because of lack of affection for Jefferson.
W e know from our years of experience in fund raising th at the reasons people fail to contribute are
numerous and varied. Th ey range f rom pro crastination , oversight and pressure of local charitable demands
to fam ily responsibilities, illness and actual financial hardship . In only a very few cases do Alumni fail to
contribute because they do not feel the cause is a worthy one. Th ese thin gs we und erstand- but- we need
each one of you in our all-out Drive for Jefferson!
So, if for any of these many reasons you did not contribute to last year's D rive, please give most serious consideration to sending a g ift during the present campaign .
Personal philanthropy in America has been a key factor in maintaining a free society and in no field
is th is better illustrated than in the field of medicine .
Alumni Annual Giving supplements other income for the increasing budgetary needs at Jefferson.
W e must have your gifts to help to strengthen the areas essential to effective teaching and learning.
At Jefferson emphasis is being placed on people, p rogr ams and facilities-in that orde r. To be a great
medical school we must have an outstanding faculty, forw ard-looking prog rams and the best physical plant.
W e must continue to attract supe rior stud ents for whom there is presentl y much competitio n. To enable
us to excel in all areas, Jefferson badly needs the Annual Giving doll ars of each of her Alum ni.
We believe most sincerely th at, given these facts , our loyal Alumni will respond to our appea ls. Indeed, we are so very convinced of this, as well as vitally aware of Jefferson's needs, that we have increased
the goal for the 17th Drive to $2 00, 0 00 .
It is very obvious' th at to achieve this truly impressi ve figure, we must depend on receiving gifts from
those of you who have not been regul ar contributors. W e believe these " new" gi fts will be fo rthcoming,
for we believe that all Jefferson Alumni will want to be part of the exciting things that are happening at
your College.
The feeling of progress is in the very air here at Jefferson . Our expansion and the changes that are
taking place are not haph azard . Th ey are following well-defined, well-though t-out pro grams for the betterment of the College. But, all of them take money and Jefferson needs some of yours.

J.

W ALLA CE D AVIS, M.D .

Chairman
Annual Giving Fund Committee
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Dr. Perkins to Celebrate his Seventieth Birthday
R. William Harvey Perkins, one of Jefferson's
. most beloved and distinguished alumni, celebrates
his seventieth birthday, October 21, 1964. He was born
in Germantown, Pennsylvania, and g raduated from Central Hig h School of Philadelph ia. H~ ente red Jefferson
Medical College as a student in 1913, graduating in
1917. He completed his internship at the Jefferson
Medical College Hospital in 1918 and entered the
Medical Corps of the United States Army, serving in
France.

D

Early in his career he had two tours of duty in Th ailand . He served as a medical missionary in the Northern
part of the country from 1919 to 1923, and had a most
interesting and exciting experience in this medical outpost. Three years later, following service as a Rockefeller
Foundation fellow in Medical Education, the Rockefeller
Foundation and the Siamese Government (now Th ailand) offered him the Professorship of Medicine at the
Faculty of Medicine at the Chulalongkoun Uni versity in
Bangkok, a position he occupied from 1926 to 1930.
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For his valuab le contributions to medical education in
Bangkok he was decorated with the high est honor, the
Or der of the Wh ite Elepha nt by the K ing of Siam in
1930.
Upon his return to the U.S. in 1930, D r. Perkins was
appo inted In structor in Medicine at the T ulane Uni versity School of Med icine in N ew O rleans and the
fo llow ing year, with suppo rt f rom the Comm onwealth
Fund , a full-time new D epartm ent of Preven tive Medicine was established at Tul ane with H arvey Perkins at
its head. Two major accomplishments must be cited
fro m the Tul ane era. In 1938 he established a H ealth
Maintenance Clinic at Tul ane and initiated the teachin g
of clinical preven tive medicine, a tru ly pioneering activo
ity. In 1938 his textbook Calise and Prevention of D isease was pub lished by Lea and Febiger. A second volume entitled Euolnti on and Progress Und er N atural
Law was priva tely published by Dr. Perkins about one
year ago.
In 1941, Jefferson Medical College called its distin guis hed son to return as Dean and as H ead of the D epa rtment of Preventive Medicine, a newly-created department. Wa r time problems of enormous magn itude
confro nted the new Dean, but he discharged both his
admi nistrative and teaching responsibilities with alacrity
and distinction for nearly ten years. H ere at Jefferson
he estab lished a Health Maint enance Clinic, first at Fife
H amil H ealth Cente r and subsequently at the Curtis
Clinic. He resign ed fro m the Deansh ip on N ovember 6,
1950, but continued as Professor of Preventi ve Med icine
and Head of the D epartm ent un til August 31, 1959,
when he became Professor Emer itus of Preventive Medi cine.

H e has been awarded honorary degr ees by Franklin
and Marshall College, Di ckinson College and Jefferson .
T he Class of 1917 presented Dr. Perk ins' oil portrait to
the Medical College in 1951, painted by Cameron
Burn side.
Dr. Perkins is a member of num erous medical societies, and he has been active in the H ealth and Welfare
Coun cil of Phil adelph ia and many other local and national medical and civic organizatio ns. H e is frequentl y
credited with the planning fo r the ten D istrict Health
Centers of the City of Phil adelphi a. In August 1958 the
Section on Publi c H ealth , Preventive and Industri al
Med icine of the College of Physicians of Ph iladelph ia
established an annual W illiam H arvey Perkins award for
the best essay on a subject pertaining to Preventi ve
Medicine submitted by a student in any of the five
Philadelphia medical schoo ls.
The decade of H arvey Perkins' D eanship at Jefferson
was a critical one in the disting uished evolution of this
g reat med ical center. Hi s geniality, seriousness of pur pose and scho larly bent left a won derful imprint on the
insti tution, its faculty and stude nt body. This nati ve
Phil adelphi an has bro ught great credit to the City of
Brotherly Love and to h is Alma Mater throu ghout his
long professional career.
A dinne r in honor of Dr. Perkins' birt hd ay was given
him by his f riends and colleagues on October 2 1st at
Kugl er's Restaurant.
May we all hope to help him celebrat e his eightieth
birthday in 1974.

E. H AROLD HINMAN, M.D .

PLEASE NOTE:
Orders for Jefferson chairs must be received
before November 25, 1964
in order to assure delivery by Christmas.
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What Jefferson Has Done For Me
by Harry 117. Baily, MD .
Class of 1917

•

MUST say that attending Jefferson Medical College,
graduating in 1917, has changed the course of my
whole life. I well remember the freshman year, organic
chemistry was added to the course because in 1914 that
subject was required by the state board; also I remember
Dr. Rosenberger's interest in me when he requested that
I spend a day in his laboratory so that he might quiz me
on the different elements of the blood. I have never forgotten that kindness and I must thank him for my remaining to finish the course.

I

After g raduation, a year at Frankford Hospital gave
me the opportunity to meet and work under Professor
Charles Nassau , who after the war began, asked me if I
desired to join the Jefferson Unit Base Hospital 38. I
enlisted, received my first lieutenancy, and was told to
see Professor Coplin, Chief Medical Officer of the Unit.
I did and during the interv iew he asked me how much
I knew about medicine and surgery. I assured him I
knew a little and at once he said, " I will accept you for
being so frank. "

We had our headquarters at the Second Regiment
Armory , Broad and Susquehanna, and drilled in Fairmount Park until we went overseas in the sprin g of
1918, arriving at Nantes, France. Our hospital build ings
were not yet completed. I was assigned to help out the
Episcopal Unit on the other side of Nantes, travelling
there by truck each morning and returning in the evening . Dr . Emory G. Alexander, Dr. John B. Devers' sonin-law, was my chief. There were quite a few knee and
elbow cases, badly infected. Dakin solution was the
routine treatment. It was soon noted that some cases
coming in did better in the presence of maggots and
molds than with the D akin solution. Records were kept
by Dr. Alexander after using normal saline solution,
maggots and mold. After a month, I returned to the
Jefferson Unit and was told to contact Dr. Alexander
in the States after the war concerning our findings.
The unfortunate occurrence to Dr. Alexander ended
the experiments. Unfortunately, maggots were used and
mold was forgotten.
After the Armisti ce, the patient load diminished. I
had the opportunity to care for all races and colors for
contagious diseases and it was interesting to note how
many contagious diseases were contracted by fraternizing
with the French population, including diphtheria, scarlet
fever, chicken pox, measles, as well as venereal.
Late in January 1919 relief was coming from the
States and the older men and those with children were
ordered home; we single ones had to remain in Europe .
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Soon post graduate courses were offered by the Y.M.CA.,
by universities and hospitals. We had heard so much
about Edinburgh University and the Royal Infirmary
that th ree of us- D rs. Louis Englerth, Billy W illiamson,
and myself-decided to attend . W e soon discovered that
only university graduates were accepted. W e appealed to
D r. Nassau who knew Dr. W . W . Keen was an hono rary
member of the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh
and he immediately wrote D r. Keen who verified the
fact that Jefferson Medical College was a university since
1~35 and we were immediately accepted.
We joined the English Speaking Union and enjoyed
the fellow ship of many doctors who served Britain in all
parts of the world as well as the good meals at the
Club. The spring course finished, we app lied for admittance to the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh
- F.R.C.S.E. For the larger part of a week we took all
kinds of examinations, did operations, examined specimens, slides, and various other tests, and had to identify
many old instruments invented and used by relatives of
the staff. Some of the questions in the written examination were to secure information from us as to the newer
methods used in the States in medicine and surgery. The
usual time for study and experience was five years before
one felt eligib le to apply for the F.R.C.S.E. I had just
two years and did so well that I was requested to remain
six months and I was assured I would pass the required
tests. I again must say thanks to Jefferson for the training I received there.

tea for the Daniels
Many interesting things occurred in Europe and I will
cite a few while overseas. After the cessation of the
War, Secretary of the Navy Josephus Daniels and his
wife visited Edinburgh. We arranged to have a tea for
them. (The Dan iels were teetotalers .) For some reason
after the greetings, I walked into the room, then occupied by the Y .M.C.A., with Mr. and M rs. Daniels and
I must say they were the most gracious couple I ever
met. M rs. Daniels, in the course of our conversation,
asked where I lived. I said that I was part of the Jefferson Medical College Hospital Unit stationed in Nantes,
France, and was going to school in Edinburgh. She immediatel y inquired if I knew Mrs. Eastman and M rs.
Scranton (Governor Scranton's mother) who were Re36

publ ican Chairmen of the Auxiliary of their party, and
said they were dear friends of hers. Mrs. Daniels was a
Democrat (the old saying, politics makes strange bedfellows). I assured her that I had seen Mrs. Eastman
at the Jefferson Hospital just before I left the States and
that she appeared well. However, I explained that I only
knew her by sight.
W hen we entered the room, Mrs. Daniels still talking, only a few chairs remained unoccupied in the center
of the gathering. Mr. and Mrs. Daniels motioned me to
sit next to them; on either side was the Dean and his
wife. The Dean had just been honored by the King.
During the conversation, Mrs. Daniels leaned over and
asked me if I remembered the name of the person opposite us wearing an Alice blue dress, but I saw two,
one to the right, the other to the left. I said, "Mrs.
D aniels, which lady are you referr ing to, the one to the
right or to the left ?" Immediately the newly-elevated
D ean's wife informed me that she was was no lady, that
she was the only Lady - - - present and that her
husband, the Dean, was Sir - - - . I could have fallen
through a crack in the floor had there been one.

the diplomatic answer
The next day I saw Secretary D aniels and asked him
what he thought of the incident the day before and he
said, "W asn't that awful ?" Still later I was on leave fo r
ten days and travelling through London on the way to
the French Riviera, I again met Mr. Daniels and again I
asked him what he thoug ht of the incident and he again
gave me the dip lomatic answer, "W asn' t that awful ?"
The last time I saw the Daniels was in 1935 while
attending a Rotary convention in Mexico City. Mr.
Daniels was then Ambassador to Mexico. I called on him
and Mrs. D aniels at the Embassy and was greeted like
an old friend. Again I must say they were the most
gracious couple and I am told that F.D.R. always spoke
of Secretary Daniels as the Chief, even during his presidency. F.D.R. was Assistant Secretary of the N avy
under Daniels during World War I.
Other amusing incidents occurred-one with General
D ouglas Haig, British Commander, who was in Edinburgh in February 1919. We were fortun ate enough to
meet him and asked him if he would like to accompany
us to the cemetery just outside Edinburgh on February
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12th and make some remarks about Abraham Lincoln.
He immediately accepted and about 30 of us marched
before the statue of Lincoln and he made a fine address.
A few days later the Commander was laureated at the
University of Edinburgh and in his remarks he paid
glowing tribute to the British tommies who won the war.
He was about to finish when he looked up and saw us
in a lower box. He hesitated, his face turned a little red,
and then he finished by saying we also must not forget
our American cousins from overseas who gave a great
deal of help and furnis hed supplies.
On one leave to the South of France, I met Prince
Pierre-Princess Grace Rainier's father-in-law. I also
visited the then famous Rotunda H ospital in Dubl in,
Ireland, and met and listened to anatomist Cunn ingh am
lecture on anatomy and he gave me a message for Dr.
Schaeffer.

returning to the states
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Time came to come home in July 1919 and at Pontenesien Camp, Brest, France, I met Marine General Smedley D. Butler (afterward D irector of Public Safety of
Philadelphia) and did medical duty unti l the next ship
would leave. He tried to persuade me to remain with
him but when the new German liner Zeppelin (cap tured
during the war) was ready to sail for home, I was on it.
We were all glad to get back to the States.
At that time Philadelph ia did not appea l to me so I
returned to my hometown of Tamaqua and entered general practice, some minor surgery, then EENT, received
appointments as surgeon for railroads and mining cornpanies. Late~ I was on the staffs of Pottsville Hospital and the State Hospital at Coaldale. Appoi ntments
came rapidly to the U.S. Veterans Bureau, Tamaqua
Board of Health (41 years-21 years as President),
numerous compensation insurance companies and medical examiner for many of them. I was made a life member of Phi Chi medical fraternity, life member of Gill
Memorial Hospital, Roanoke, Va., for EENT; after
which I was made a member of the Pennsylvania Academy of EENT. In 1943 I served as President of the
Schuylkill County Medical Society and in 1960 as Lehig h
Valley Medical Society President. Governo r Lawrence of
Pennsylvania gave me a citation, certificate and a lapel

pin at a banquet for serving over 25 years at the State
Hospital, Coaldale.

presidential citation
Fraternally, I am past president of the Tamaqua
Rotary Club (1931), life member of the Elks and
Masons and American Legion. I well remember, when
in Paris, Dr. Michael Burns and I went to one of the
hotels to help fo rmulate plans for the American Legion.
Since 1939 I have examined enlistees for the Armed
Services and later I was appointed Medical Examiner
fo r the local draft board. President Roosevelt three
times honored me for my uncompensated services and
each time I received an app reciation certificate. Presidents T ruman, Eisenhower, and Kennedy also issued me
appreciation certificates and each five years a lapel pin
was given me for my aid to the government. This last
certificate was signed by President Kennedy, Governor
Lawrence of Pennsylvania, General Louis B. Hershey,
Director of the Selective Service, and State Director of
Selective Service Gross. A letter accompanying regretted
the omission of a banquet and personal presentations
due to scattered locations of participants. .

working every day
I also received citations from the Tamaqua Rotary
Club and the State Y.M.C A. and certificates and
plaques from St. John's Evangelical Lutheran Church.
My hobby is working every day, and every second
year I travel to any part of the world. Many countries of
Europe I visited many times and the only three areas I
missed are Russia, India, and Australia. However, time
is getting late and I think at 71 I should be think ing
about taking up golf.
I must say in all the countries I visited, Jefferson is
considered the best medical college and usually the
famous men she produced are mentioned, so I am glad
I went to Jefferson and I for one will continue to support her and I ask others to do likewise to the best of
their ability.
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MARTIN E. REHFUSS
Doctor of Medicine
Professor of Clinical Medicine, Emeritus
8 August 1887-29 Jlily 1964
P rofessor Reh fu ss was an active teacher in the Jefferson Me dical College from
1914 un til his retirement in 1952. H e was one of the g reat leaders in the field of gastroen terology. Even tod ay, every stude nt kn ows th e Reh fu ss tub e. Stud ents of anot he r
ge ne ration knew Martin Rehfuss as repre senting a period of elega nce in med icine. H e
had served h is time in France and in Germany in th e days wh en art and science were
beg inni ng to come togeth er in medi cine. He had profound respect for both and used his
acquired skills and his instin ctive touch to the glory of th e p rofession. H e was immaculate
in all th ings and to many he was the very image of th e d istingui shed specia list. But he
was a ge ntle and understanding pra ctitioner.
M artin Reh fuss was tru ly a ph ysician.

ROY WILLIAM MOHLER
Doctor of Medicine
Class of 1921
Clinical Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Honorary
26 December 1892-6 August 1964
For nearl y a half- century Roy Mohl er was a part of this institution and most
certainl y Jefferson was an integ ral part of Roy Mohl er. As a member of th e old guard
he was ever ready with crit icism but his loyalty to th e cause was never questioned. As
Clini cal Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology he pursued th e maxims of the Oath
with patience and w ith skill. H e was a fri endl y precept or wh o found in teachin g enormous and satisfying rewards . He achieved g reat di stin ction but always remained a ge ntle
physician and a wonderful fri end.

PHILIP HOWARD WIRT GEISLER
Doctor of Medicine
Class of 1955
Ass istant Professor of Pathology
15 June 1925-9 Jul y 1964
K indly physi cian, thoughtful
teacher , ardent investigator:
He was one of ours.
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The se memo ria l no tices we re prepa red by Kenneth Goodne r, Ph.D., a nd posted in the
fr ont hall of the Co llege.

CENTURY CLUB
SIXTEENTH ROLL CALL
ALUMNI ANNUAL GIVING FUND
The names of the alumni, their widows, and faculty members who have responded to last year's Fund appeal by
contributing in amounts of one hundred dollars and over are listed here in grateful appreciation. Your Committee for the
past twelve years has invited all who could contribute in these more substantial amounts to give thoughtfully and
proportionately, and has instituted the "Century Club" acknowledgment of these gifts. The six hundred and ninetyeight alumni and friends recorded on this roll contributed more than half of last year's Fund amount. W arm thanks
are again expressed by the Alumni Fund Committee of Jefferson Medical College for all gifts, regardless of size,
made to advance the progress of our Alma Mater.
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J oseph Aaronoff, ' 12
Charl es F. Abell , '3 5
R. Roderic Abbott, ' 52
W ill iam J . Albright , III , ' 54
John W . Alden, Jr., '4 2
W ill iam N. Alexander, ' 56
D avid B. Allman , ' 14
Russell E. Allyn , ' 37
Morris Amateau, '23
Anth ony D . Amerise, ' 22
Albert L. Arnshel , ' 52
H orace B. And erson, '17
J . H oward Anderson, '0 4
W ill iam H . Ann esley, jr., '48
John M. Appl e, '49
H arry V. Ar mitage, '43
Arn old V. Arms, '39
Th omas S. Ar mstr ong, '41
J ohn B. Atk inson, '48
DanielL. Backenstose , ' 50
Lewis H . Bacon, ' 24
Walter A. Bacon, ' 16
Fred S. Badman, ' 39
N elson J . Baile y, '19
H arry W . Baily, ' 17
Robert C. Bair, ' 50
Frederick V. Baldi, ' 56
Ben jamin R. Balin, ]'44
James Balph, Jr. , '20
W ill iam M . Barba , ' 50
*John]. Barclay, '94
Andrew]. Barger, ' 51
John 1. Barner, ' 33
J ohn F. Barr, '28
W illiam B. Barr , '26
]. Barre ras, ' 18
Claude W . Barrick, '45
J oseph E. Bart os, '48
Myron Bash, '46
Clarence H. Baumgart , ' 19
Richard D . Bausch , '42
George A. Baver, ' 32
Samuel M . Beale, '02
Eugene W . Beauchamp , ' 23
Fred H . Beau mont , '28

Dudley P. Bell , '3 3
N orman R. Benner , '28
Arthur M. Benshoff , ' 15
David F. Bentle y, ' 14
Ronald M. Barnardin, S'44
Joel A. Bernhard, '40
Achilles A. Berrettini, ' 32
Albert M. Biele, ' 38
John Ho over Bisbing, ' 29
Gerrit J . Bloemendaal, ' 26
D. George Bloom, ' 26
Alan I. Blumberg, '47
Henry L. Bockus, '17
Francis P. Boland , '32
Anth ony C. Bonatti , '23
Jess F. Bond , ' 52
Jesse H . Bond , '33
H arry Boretsky, '51
W alter M. Bortz, '08
Willi am J. Boudreau, '24
Harry B. Bower, '34
Robert Leroy Bowerhan, '30
Paul A. Bowers , '3 7
Th omas Scott Boyd, '37
Edwin C. Boyer, '11
Otto T . Boysen, J'44
Francis]. Braceland , '30
Alb ion E. Brant, ' 12
Bernard 1. Braveman, ]'44
Charles L. S. Brennan, ' 24
Howard W . Brettell, ' 30
Harry R. Brindle, '35
Edward C. Britt, '33
Ernest Brock, '28
Fran cis M . Brower , III , S'44
W . Lewis Brown, '3 0
Samuel R. Brownstein, '3 5
Simon C. Brumbaugh , ' 51
]. Elder Bryan , Jr., '4 5
Frank 1. Bryant, ' 27
Heman R. Bull , ' 35
Floyd 1. R. Burks , '08
Charles N . Burns, '4 1
Claude H . Butler, '3 1
W illi am C. Butscher, ]'44

Richard 1. Callista, ' 50
J oseph A. Cammarata, ' 30
J ohn H. Campbell, '41
John D . Carapella, '4 1
George A. Carberry, '4 6
Joseph H . Carroll, ' 22
Robert T. Carroll, ' 52
Howard E. Carruth, ' 10
W ill iam M. Cashman, ' 28
Mario A. Castallo , ' 29
Walter H. Caulfield , '30
Rinaldo]. Cavalieri , '42
Gerald H. Cessna , '43
John Cheleden, '3 2
Edward]. Chrnelewski, '49
Leo T. Chylack , '30
Alexander B. Cimochowsk i, '30
Stanle y M. Clark , '21
Lou is H . Clerf, ' 12
Edwin I. Cleveland, ' 50
Oscar R. Clovis , '17
S. Paul Coccia, ' 55
Louis B. Cohen , '29
Seymour 1. Cole , '38
Marion W. Coleman , ' 25
J oe H . Coley, '34
H arr y 1. Coll ins, Jr., '4 6
James A. Coll ins, '41
Lou is K. Collins, ' 34
Edward W . Conn ell y, '4 2
Frank D. Conole, ' 34
Thomas W . Cook, '20
Harold B. Cooper, ' 52
Ray C. Coope r, ]'44
George Cord onna , ' 19
Kenn eth M. Corr in, ' 26
J ohn K. Covey, '40
Furm an P. Covington, ' 39
Percy E. Cox, '3 0
Ralph 1. Cox, ' 29
William V . Coyle, ' 17
Charles T . B. Coyne, ' 54
Oscar Creech, Jr., '4 1
Albert]. Crevello, '37
W alter A. Crist, ' 23

W . G ifford Crothers, '27
Millard Cryder, ' 20
Paul Cutl er, ]'44
J ohn C. Cwik, '5 1
Raymond L. D and rea, '51
Edwa rd C. D ankmyer, '27
Daniel Charl es D ant ini, '34
John A. D augherty, ' 28
Irwin P. D avenport , ' 20
J. W allace Da vis, '42
Raymond C. D avis, ' 31
William S. Da vis, ' 52
William R. Davison , ' 52
Gabr iel E. D eCicco, ' 36
Frederick W . D eck, Jr., '49
Aaron D eitz, ' 32
Anth ony F. D ePalma, '29
Rudolph T . D ePersia, '48
Russell H . D err , '40
Frederi ck C. D eTroia, '35
Oscar R. D eutel , '3 1
Paul R. deVillers, '49
Frank J . DiCecco, '43
Frederick A. Di ckerman, '40
Thomas B. Dickson, ' 35
Alfred H . D iebel, '25
H oward E. D ieker, ' 29
Donald M. D ill , '58
Ferdi nand C. D inge, '27
William S. Dininger, ' 24
Edward W . D itto, Jr. , '20
Edward W . Ditto, III , '52
Samuel M. D odek, '27
Frederick M . D ouglass, S'44
W ill iam T . D ouglass, J r., ' 37
Paul Frederick D rake, ' 24
W illard M . D rake, '41
Lewis C. Druffner, ' 17
W illiam C. Du dek, ' 53
J ohn J . Duncan, ' 37
Royal E. Durham, ' 15
Robert K. Y . Dusinberre , ' 24
David L. Ealy, '4 1
Robert F. Earl y, ' 52
Robert Eckley, '42
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William A. Ehrgott, '42
Mil ton Eisenberg , '35
Abraham G . Eisner, '40
Elmer J . Elias , ' 28
1{urray Elki ns, '33
]. H arold Engle , '39
Leonard A. Erdma n, '50
J oseph W . Eschbach, ' 28
Carl B. Eshelman , ' 34
Orner R. Ett er, ' 17
]. Lawrence Evans, '10
Jo hn R. R. Ewan, '3 7
Samue l E. Fabricant, ' 19
Cha rles L. Fackle r, ' 16
Eugene S. Felderma n, '49
Theodore R. Fetter, '26
H arry E. Fidler, '46
Charles Fineberg , NG
Robert K. Finl ey, ' 16
D avid J. Fish, '39
Edward]. Fisher, '3 1
James F. Flanaga n, '4 1
Elmer G . Fletcher, '23
H aviland Flickinger , '56
Willi am G . Flickinge r, ' 17
Clarke M . Forcey, ' 35
Ferdi nand S. Forgiel, '41
T homas Fork er, ' 50
Philip M. L. Fors berg , '3 6
Roy T, Forsberg, '45
Abol H . Fotou hi , '4 1
William F, Fox, '27 .
D onald P, Franks, '50
Joh n W. Frazier, J r" '24
Alexander W . Fredia ni, ' 38
Frede rick C. Freed, '13
J . Calvi n Frommelt, ' 50
Kenn eth E. Fry, ' 31
Gl enn R. Frye, '2 1
Th add eus S. Gabreski, '38
Frede rick R. Gabriel, '40
Louis T . Ga briel, '40
Casimi r Gadomski, '33
Jo hn L. Gai nes, ]'44
Francis Gallo, ' 34
James L. Gardner, '4 1
[ Rolland R. Gasser, ' 14
Way ne A. Gei b, ' 39
Joh n H . Gi bbon, j r., '27
Roy W . Gilford, ' 27
D enn is R. G illen, '3 1
Thurman Gillespy, Jr., ' 53
Rife G ingr ich, ' 31
Melvin I. Gli ck, ]'44
Rudolph K. Glo cker, ' 33
Ga rvin G . Goble, '4 2
Jack T . G ocke, '42
Lou is G oldberg, '39
Arn old Goldberger, '33
J ohn S. Go ldcamp, ' 34
Sheldon B, Goldst one,S'44
Leib Golub , ' 30
John L. Gompertz, ' 36
Kenn eth Goodner, NG
Everett]. Gordon, '37
Euge ne L. Gr andon, '5 0
Clark C. G razier, ' 31
James O. Gr egerson, ' 52
W ell in~ton D . Griesemer, '08
J o C. Griffith, ' 27
D onald Gross, '19
Russell E. Gr ove, '45
W ill iam E. Grove, '13
Robert A. Grugan, '4 6
H arry A. Gu sman, '2 6
Albert C. H aas, '24
Maxwell E. H agedorn , '4 5
Karl W ill iam H ahn , ' 29

40

Charles L. H aines, '14
Edward J. H alton, '38
Lloyd A. H amilton, '20
Louis J . H ampton, NG
W illiam H , H anks , ' 34
Fred H arbert, N G
Wi lliam ]. H argr eaves, '4 6
Clyde E. H arr iger, ' 54
Miles D . H arr iger , '52
W illi am E. H art , '49
Ben jamin H askell , '23
Robert C. H astedt , '48
Richard A. H astings, '47
Weiland A. Hause, ' 38
Vernon L. H awes, '29
George H ay, '03
J ames A. H ackman, '42
Euge ne L. H edde, '28
Victor G. H eiser, '97
Charles R. H enkelmann , '50
Thomas K. H epler, '41
J ames R. H erron, Jr. , '40
Matth ew A. H etrick, '42
J ames L. Holl ywood, '29
H erman H . H ostett er, '23
Will iam L. H iester, ' 19
W illi am R. H ill , '52
Wi lliam J . H inkson, '32
E. H arold H inman, NG
Ignat ius S. Hn eleski, '28
Edward H oberman, ' 34
Philip H odes, NG
Joseph H odge, ' 52
Joh n H . H odges, ' 39
Wyllys Royce H odges, '3 1
Ar th ur F. H offman, '41
Lewis A. Hoffman, J r., '43
J ohn W . H oldcraft, ' 56
Charl es S. H olm an, ' 19
W ill iam B. Holman , ' 50
Fred B. H ooper, ' 37
W all ace Eckley H opkins, '30
Arthu r ]. H orr igan, ' 16
Park M . Horton, '32
Abram M. H ostett er, ' 57
Edmu nd L. H ousel, ' 35
Emil H owanitz, 5'44
D orsey R. H oyt, '34
[ Lee W . H ugh es, ' 16
Roger L. Hughes, '42
Peter V. H ul ick, ' 36
H oward L. H ull , '08
W ill iam T . H unt , Jr. , '27
Abr aham H urwitz, '3 8
In memory of Bernard
H oust on, '38
James c. Hutchison, ' 52
Lloyd S. Hutchison, '30
J acob G . H yman, ' 34
Leo H ymovich, '29
Chester L. Isenberg, ' 34
H arold L. Israel, ' 34
Thomas C. Jacob, '54
James B. Jamison, II , '50
Paul H , J ern strom, '47
Albert S. Johnson, Jr. , '41
Alf C. John son, ' 25
D avid O . J ohns on, '42
H oward A. Johns on, '3 1
D avid A. Johnston , ' 28
Stephen A. Jonas, '34
Frank A. J ones, '3 7
George H . J ones, jr., ]'44
J ames S. J ordon, ' 30
Al bert F, Ju mblatt , '24
Peter A. J ustin, '3 1
H arry H . Kann er, '50
Louis G . Kareha, '43

Robert E. Karns, ' 50
D avid Bernard Karr, '30
R. Marvel Keagy, '3 5
Solomo n Keesal, ' 38
Ray W . Kehm, '40
J ohn F. Keithan, ' 34
John C. Kelleher, ]'44
James J . Kelly, ' 39
Leon T. Kenn edy, ' 35
Patr ick J . Kenn edy, '30
Madison]. Kenn ey, '00
In memory of by widow
Baldwi n L. Keyes, ' 17
Joseph R. Kielar, '20
Robert F. K ienh ofer, ' 50
Chang H a Kim, '41
Milton N. K itei, 5'44
Paul Klempner, ' 32
Luther Kline, ' 26
Edward]. Klopp, Jr., '47
H arry ]. Knowles, '42
Earl R. Knox, '3 1
Arth ur Koffler, ' 36
Alb ert J . Kolarsick, '43
Carol H . Konh aus, 5' 44
Alexander Koppel, ' 28
Othello S. Kough, ' 31
William H . Kraemer, '06
In memory of by wid ow
William F. Kraft, '50
D avid W , Kramer, ' 12
Edward R. Kramer , ' 10
Richard A. Kredel, ' 35
Richard V. Kubiak, ' 52
Joh n R. Kuhn, Jr., ' 30
C. Roger Kurtz, ' 39
Charles H . LaClair, Jr. , ' 32
Warren R. Lang, '4 3
J ohn D . Langston, '4 0
Oscar K. Lanich, Jr., '46
Ben M. Lan man, 5'44
Thomas E. J . Larkin, '24
H erbert A. Laughli n, '45
Joh n B. Laughrey, '08
Meyer Q uinton Lavell , ' 28
George L. Laverty, ' 12
John E. Leach, ' 33
Lewis Lehrer, '39
Thomas J . Leichner , '33
William T. Lemmo n, '21
James B. Leon ard, ]'44
Peter P. Leone, ' 36
Matching check Esso
Founda tion
Th omas V. R. Lerch, '37
Willi am W . Lermann , ' 16
J oseph Lern er, ' 34
Sidney S. Lern er, '47
Vincent O . Lesh, ' 32
Jack M . Lesnow, ' 31
A. Gerald Lessey, '40
Warren M. Levin, ' 56
J ohn M. Levinson, '5 3
Charles L. Liggett, 5'44
Joh n S. Liggett, '42
J ohn H . Light , '43
Charl es W . Light hizer, ' 28
D on C. Lindley, '0 1
In memory of by widow
J oseph F. Lipinski, '37
H erbert Lipschut z, 5'44
H enr y R. Liss, '48
Jo hn E. Livingood, '13
Jos eph A. Loftus , '45
Joseph P, Long, '39
W endelin Luckner, '38
In memory of by widow
J ohn P. Luhr, '4 6

George A. F. Lundb erg, ' 19
H erbert A. Luscombe, '40
Roland Bruce Lutz, Jr., ' 51
Edward B. McCabe, ]'44
James F. McCahey, '21
Fran ces P. McCauley , '29
Irwin W . McConnell, ' 34
Wi lliam Cecil D . McCuskey, ' 28
V incent T . McDermott, ' 26
S. Ira McDowell, '97
Joseph P. McGee, Jr., '47
Manus]. McGetti gan , '48
Thomas H . McGlade, '32
Paul W . Mcilvaine , ' 52
John E. McKei~ue, '42
Oscar V. McKinley, '4 1
Willi am L. Mclane, ]'44
Joseph N . McMahan, '41
Frank W , McN amara, ' 11
Jerry H . McNi ckle, '4 1
Sidn ey R. McPherson, J'44
Arthur ]. McSteen, '34
Orso n H . Mabey, ' 19
Peter G . Mainzer, ' 26
]. Eugene Malia, '4 0
William L. Mall ey, '41
Morris M. Mancoll, ' 28
Mart in M. Mand el, '4 7
J ohn G . Manley, ' 26
Robert M. Marine, '53
Ralph Markley, '3 1
Francis B. Markunas, '40
Edgar Allen Marquand, '28
Frank B. Marsh , ' 19
John A. Martin, ' 26
John A. Martin, ]'44
William P. Martin, '45
James E. Marvil , ' 30
Bernard Mason, ' 36
Enrique G . Matta, '12
Stan ley C. Mazaleski, ' 24
Albert A. Mazzeo, '4 5
Wendell]. Mellor, '40
Ralph H . Merkel , ' 19
Michael S. Mermon, '3 3
Lou is Merves , '37
Thomas B. Mervine, '40
Gottfried Metzler, j r. '28
Melvin M. Meyers, '35
Cornelius Michael Mhl ey, ' 28
Richard S. Millberg, ' 54
William B. Millberg, ' 53
Armand J . Miller, ' 26
Elmer H . Miller, '3 8
Lawson E. Miller, '34
Charles O . Mimm , ' 52
Edwa rd L. Minier, ' 56
[ Roy W. Mohler, '21
John S. Monk , 5'44
Joh n B. Montgomery, ' 26
Charl es R, Moog, '42
Neal R, Moore, ' 26
B. Frankl in Morgan , '14
Thomas R. Morgan , ' 16
In memory of by widow
Charles]. Moros ini, '25
Truman Ni cholas Morris, ' 27
Do nald A. Morrison, ' 32
Peter B. Mul ligan, '16
Leo ]. Murphy, ' 35
Edwa rd F. Murray, '42
James A. Mu rray, ' 55
Jo hn A, Murray, ' 31
Jo hn J. Neal , '17
H omer L. Nelms, '2 3
Guy Maurice Nelson, '28
John E, Newhouse, ' 16
Abe A. Newmark, ' 34
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Randal A. Nish ijima , '41
Edward A . N ort on , '43
James F. N ort on, '45
Th eo W . O 'Br ien, ' 13
Charles H . O 'Donnell, '39
Andrew E. Ogden, '27
Joh n]. O 'K eefe, ' 37
James J . O 'Leary, '40
Matching check, G eneral
Electric Founda tio n, Inc,
Howard M. O liver, ]' 44
James O ' N eill, '36
Rufus E. Palmer, III, '4 1
Vin cent S. Palmisano, '41
Cecil R. Park, '21
Morris Parmet, '3 9
Herman M. Parris, '26
icholas E. Patrick, ' 39
H oward R. Patton , ' 33
Thomas B. Patton , '41
George R. Pechstein, '48
John J , Pent a, '29
Irving K. Perl mutter, '39
Wi lliam M. Perrige, ' 53
D . Russell Perr y, ' 19
Wa lter P. Peter, Jr., '5 1
Clarence E, Phillips, '33
Earl S. Phill ips, '24
Henry Wm. P letcher, II , ' 54
August J . Podboy, ' 32
Nelson Pod olni ck, '39
Carl os A. Pons, ' 20
Leonard L. Potter, ' 37
Alexander M. Peters , ' 24
Louis L, Pra ver, '3 1
J ohn P. Priolett i, '2 3
Benjami n E, Pull iam, ' 28
T homas R. Q uinn , ' 19
Abraham E. Rakoff, ' 37
L. Paul Ral ph, ' 27
James G. Ralston , '29
Asher Randell, ' 35
Charles A. Rankin , ' 26
Buenaventura Rappac cioli , ' 26
Hen ry V . Ratke, '4 1
Hilton S, Read, '23
Albert N. Redeli n, '17
Arthur]. Redland, ' 26
Joseph J . Regan , '41
Paul B. Reisinger, ' 18
Ant hony J , Repici, '39
Step hen Repta, J r., ' 39
Seth D . Revere, '35
J oseph F. Ricch iut i, '30
Wi ll iam T , Rice, ' 32
Robert E. Rich, S'44
Matchin g check, General
Electr ic Fou nda tio n, Inc.
Edward A. Ricketts, '4 1

Ransford John Riddle, '35
Eli C. Ridgw ay, '33
William G . Ridgw ay, '42
Paul M. Riffert, '35
D eVere Ritchie, '24
Mayo Robb , ' 19
J oseph P. Robin son, Jr., '34
H erman C. Rogers, '32
Jul ius C. Rosch, S'44
Leonard P. Rosen, '47
Simo n H . Rosenthal , '1 3
Berna rd B. Rotk o, ' 35
John P, Rudolph , ' 39
Marshall C. Rumbaug h, '08
Russell W . Rummell , '2 9
Joh n F. Rut h, '43
Ladislas T , Sabow, ' 29
James M . Sarns, '4 1
I. Lewis Sandle r, '26
D onald K . Sass, ' 50
Charles L, Sau nders, '50
]. Woodrow Savacoo l, '3 8
Blair W . Saylor, '40
Joseph A. Scaran o, '28
Lewis C. Scheffey, '20
Edwa rd A, Y . Schellenge r, '2 9
Lou is H . Schinfe ld, ' 39
Albert Schiowitz, ' 39
Sam uel Schlesi nger, '38
C. Kenn eth Schloss, '28
Theodore Schlossbach, '33
Edward W. Schoe nhei t, ' 20
Charles L. Schucker, '41
Jesse Schulma n, '45
Samuel K . Schu ltz, '34
William C. Schu ltz, Jr., '26
Albert M , Schwartz, ' 36
Edward Schwartz, ' 34
Lou is Schwart z, '05
In mem ory of by wi dow
Romualdo R, Scicchitano, ' 27
Joseph P. Seltzer, '37
Harold J . Shanks, '34
A. Paul Shaub, ' 28
Da niel L. Shaw , '48
Matchi ng check , American
H ome Products Corp.
Warren S. Shepherd, ' 38
N orman B. Sherler, '10
In memory 0 by widow
Abraham L. Sherk, '23
Peter H . Shers hin, '47
Dan iel R. Shields, J r., S'44
H ubert L. Shields, ' 51
Lawr ence Shinab ery, ' 24
H ammell P. Ship ps, ' 26
Jo hn P. Shovlin, '34
Spurgeon T , Shue, '3 1
Paul A , Sica, '31

Joseph F, Siegel , ' 38
Israel Oscar Silver, ' 34
Wm . McC. Singleton, ' 21
Charles]. Sites, '40
Norman]. Skversky, '39
William]. Slasor, '36
For rest F. Smith, '35
Raymond F. Smi th, ' 33
Albert]. Snyder, '41
Cecil D . Snyder, '2 9
Charl es P. Snyde r, Jr., ' 35
M . W ilson Snyder, '3 7
Fra nkli n S. Soll enberger, '34
M yer Somers, '27
M. H enry Speck, ' 20
Cha rles H . Sprague, ' 14
In memory of by widow
R. Edward Steele , '39
Hyman D . Stei n, '39
Samu el H . Stein, '33
Arthu r Steinberg, ' 50
John A. Stei tz, '42
James T . Step hens, ' 37
Dani el H. Steph enson, '35
Robert Steward, '42
D onald D. Ston er, '3 1
Isidor T . Stri ttmat ter, ' 24
Wayne G . Stump, ' 29
In memory of by widow
Marcel S. Sussma n, ' 36
H arry F. Suter, '31
H arry M . Swart z, '56
Louis H . Sweterlitsch, '27
Raymond Abbott Taylor, ' 31
John Y . Templeton, III , '4 1
Richard S. Te rm, '50
Densmore T homas, ' 37
Frank B, Th omas, III , ' 57
John W . Th omps on , ' 13
T ho mas E, T hom pson, jr. ' 33
Wi lliam J . Thudium , ' 17
George F. Tibbens, '47
]. Richard T itus , '50
Fook H ing To ng, '30
George To th , '24
Clifford H . Trexler, '26
Creighton H , T urn er, '09
Samuel D . Ulrich, '38
Gra nt Underwood , S'44
Michael Vaccaro , ' 34
Gordon P. Van Buskirk, ]'44
Bruce Van V ran ken, '47
N icholas R. Varan o, ' 36
Mort on Vesell , '2 6
Edward H . Vi ck, '4 1
Simo n L. Vi ctor, '20
Frederick B. Wagner, J r., '4 1
D uncan D . Walker, Jr., '4 6
Cla rence M , Wallace, ' 34

William A, W allace, '20
Paul P. Warden, ' 21
Harold R. W arner, ' 24
Ja cob Warren, ' 28
William Wasnick, ]'44
D onald R. Watkins, '47
H arold R. Watki ns, '20
Raymond T. Wayland, ' 13
In memory of by widow
- v, William Weakley, '30
Francis E. Weatherby, ' 13
D on Bright Weems, '30
Burton A. Weil, ' 19
T. Frederick Weiland, S'44
Simo n Weiner, ' 39
Ellw ood C. Weise, ' 20
Will iam L. Welch, '4 1
Christian S. Wenger, '40
Jack R. Wennersten, ' 39
John H enry C. Wentzel , ' 38
]. D onald Wentzler, '46
Charles W . Werley, '45
Ray H , W harton, '24
George F. W hee ling, '23
Byron D , W hite, ' 16
In memo ry of by widow
Edgar H . W hite, '21
Ge orge S, White, '39
]. N orma n White, '04
Wesley R. White, '4 1
William L. White, '39
William W . White, '28
Fay M. Whitsell, '29
H omer E. Wichern, S'44
Walter S, Wiggins, '4 1
George Willauer, ' 23
Arnold H , Williams, ' 30
Gomer T , Williams, ' 19
Robert G , Williamson, '4 3
D ale S. Wi lson, '40
Louis H , Wink ler, '40
D onald B. Witmer, ]'44
H erbert M . Wolff, ' 36
Noel C. Womack, Jr., '47
James T . S, WonJ;, ]'44
Marston T. Woodruff, ' 30
Alfred E. Wright, Jr., ]'44
Rober t Ya nnacone, '47
Matthew F. Yenney, ' 54
Starling C. Y inger, '29
Nathanie l D . Y ing ling, '47
Mah lon H. Yoder, '08
James L, Young, '26
W illi am A. Zavod, '29
Oscar L. Zelle, '08
D avid 0 , Zenker, '55
t Deceased

*Bequest

Make plans now to attend the Annual Business
Meeting and Dinner on February 25, 1965.
Place to be announced.
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CLASS NOTES

Dr. McCelvey is pictured above with his great-grandson.

1894
DR. JOHN S. MCCELVEY, 804 North
11th St., Temple, Texas, was featured
in the T empl e Daily Tel egram on the
occasion of his 94th birthday. Born on
July 15, 1870, in H ouston County,
Texas, he and his parents settled in
Temple in April , 1884, three years after
the city was founded. In recalling his
Temple school days, D r. McCeivey says,
"W e were all crowded into one room,
all ages, sizes and shapes. It was irnpossible for the teacher to keep track
of everybody. We soon learned when it
would be our tum to recite, so a bunch
of us boys would jump out the window
and play marbles until our turn came.
The teacher would never miss us."
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After graduatio n from Temple H igh
School, D r. McCeivey attended the University of Texas, and from there to Jef ferson Medical College. Following graduation he was a resident physician in
Red Bank (N.J.) H ospital for Children,
then spent some time in Philadelphia
working among the poor. He returned
to Texas where he practiced for a year
and then went abroad for special study
in hospitals in Berlin and Dresden, Germany. He remembers seeing "the young
Kaiser" many times in Germany-"a
very brilliant fellow , but it was quite
clear that he wanted to become a war
lord ."
Returning to Temple to practice in
1897, Dr. McCeivey played a leading role

in establishing King 's Daughters Hospital, endorsing notes for the hospital association and donating the hospital's first
operating room. He also played a major
role in the establishment of a junior college in Temple. He also found time to
improve himself professionally by visiting special clinics and taking postgraduate courses. He is a former member of
the State Health Board and onetime
member and Secretary of the State
Board of Medical Examiners. He is also
a fellow of the American College of
Surgeons.
Today Dr. McCeivey's physical activity
is diminished but not his interest. Asked
what advice he would give to younger
men to stay healthy, he says, "Don't
eat too much." (By his own admission
he has always been a hearty eater.) "No
smoking ." (Dr. McCelvey laughingly
admits he chain-smoked roll-your-own
Bull Durham cigarettes until he was 90,
ruining many a tie and shirt with hot
ashes in the process.) In a more serious
vein he says, "I don't know why so
many young people die so early today.
Of course, the biggest killer of all is
heart disease. It must be the strain, the
tension, the worry, perhaps soft living.
When I was practicing years ago people
seemed to have a natural immunity that
they don't have now. They lived simply.
As for me, I've always tended to my
work as best I could and not worried."

1913
DR. ROBERT WAYN E RICHARDS had
planned to attend the International
Jamboree at Valley Forge in July , but
death decreed otherwise. He was there
in spirit, though , through the "Doc"
Richards Jamboree Memorial Fund established by the Elk Lick Council to
enable several boys to attend the encampment who were unable to pay their
own expenses. An ardent Boy Scout organizer and booster, he had attended
all the jamborees held in Potter County.
He was one of the original organizers
of the Shinglehouse (Pa .) troop. His long
service brought national recognition
when he was presented the Silver Ante-
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lope Award, the only scouter in the history of Elk Lick Council to receive thi s
cita tion.
Another tribut e to his memory was pa id
whe n a certificate, wit h the go ld insignia of the U nited States and signed by
President Jo hnson, was received by Dr.
Richard's daug hter, M rs, Robert D avies,
abou t two wee ks after the doctor's
death. Th e certificate reads: " T he United
States of America honors the mem ory of
Robert W . Richards, This certificate is
awarded by a g rateful nati on in recognit ion of devo ted and selfless consecration to the service of our country in the
Armed Forces of th e United States ,"

1924
D R, H ENRY M , WEBER, 82-259 M iles
Ave" In dio, Calif., was named " H umanitarian of the Year" at the convention of
California State Ga rden Clubs, Inc., held
in Los Angeles in May. Th e award was
prese nted to D r. W eber by Cleveland
Amory , Associate Editor of the Saturd,1y Evening Rerieu/ and D irector of the
H umane Society of the United States,
Dr. Weber, a retired Command er of the
Medica l Corps, U, S. Navy, has devoted
his life to conservation projects and
civic affai rs. Th is is only one of th e
many awards whic h D r, W eber has received. An award in the form of a go ld
ora nge was awarded to th e " Ma n of the
Year" by the California Ga rde n Clubs
as "sym bolic of the ever present golden
opportunity for civic progress, cultura l
development and commu ni ty service ," H e
was named for the J ohn J . Lawl er
Memorial Award give n to the one wh o
has the "g rea test po tentia l," and was
awarded the coveted Hon or Award fr om
the California Conserva tio n Council. H e
has also received the Award of Mer it
from the Na tiona l Wi ldlife and Cal ifornia Wi lJ life Fede ration,
Besides a rich backgrou nd in hu man itaria nism , D r. Weber is a fine paint er
of wi ldlife and deser t scenes. " My pu rpose in painti ng wild life is not only to
show them in their native haunts, but
to tell a story in the interest of conservation." H e exp lains that many animals and birds are bei ng hunt ed out of
existence, H e is Chai rma n or on th e
board of directors of innumera ble organiza tions devoted to conserva tion,
wildlife, and fores try . H e takes an active
interes t in conserva tio n projects in the
schoo ls, and is a Boy Scout counselor.

He was chosen as a delegate to the first
W orld Conference on N ati onal Parks
held in Seattl e, W ashin gt on , in 196 2.
At pr esent he and his wi fe, also an
avid conservationist, are touring the
country in their Travel Trailer on a
conserva tion proj ect in whi ch Dr. W eber
is tak ing many photogr aph s and intends
to do some painting,

1928
DR, LERLEEN c. H ATCH reti red Jul y
31st as medica l di rector of T he Goodyear T ir e and Rubb er Company af ter 22
years of service . Hi s ideas on retirement
are very definite, "To gai n the max imum
success from reti rement ," he says, " a
person, nat urall y, sho uld enjoy good
health , and there should be two part icipants . Hu sband and wife should enjoy
retirement togeth er. If retirement is
plann ed and pursued with reasonable
effor t, it shoul d be a rewarding experience,"
DR. PAUL G . H OLSING ER, 104 Blair St.,
Martin sbur g, Pa, has reti red from th e
prac tice of medicin e. Genealogy has
been his lifetime hobby and he is author
of th e H olsinger Family H istory. D r,
and Mr s. H olsinger have purchased a
trailer and pla n to travel in search of
fur ther genea logica l data, visiti ng cour t
hou ses and cemeteries.

1930
DR. RICHARD B. N ICHOLLS, 750 GrayJon Ave., Norfo lk 7, Va., was recentl y
elected as V ice President and President elect of th e Medical Staff of th e N orfolk Ge nera l H ospital for 196 4-.1 96 5.
H e wi ll beg in a year's tenu re as President of the Staff in May 1965 . Dr.
N icholl s has been in the prac tice of
O bstetrics and Gynecology in N orfolk
since October 1932.

1931
D R. J OHN N. BORBONUS, 52 Cow perthwai te Place, Westfield, N . J ., wri tes
that he is no longer active ly practicing
medic ine, at least fo r the time being.

1933
DR. D ANIEL c. BAKER, JR., 90 3 Park
Ave., New York , N . Y " has been
named Chairman of the Department of
O tolaryngology at Columbia University's
College of Ph ysicians and Surgeons and
D irector of the Service of Otolaryngology at Presbyteri an H ospital. Dr. Baker
comme nts, " It all started wi th D r. Louis
Clerf who took me under his wing from
1935- 1937." D r. Bake r has been affiliated with the Columbia-Presbyterian
Medical Cent er since 1937 .
D R. J AMES A. FLAHERTY, 1105 N .
Fra nklin St., Wilmington, Del ., has
been appoi nted to the Board of Trustees
of the Delaware State D epartment of
Ment al H ealt h. H e is the first psychiatrist ever to be a member of the board
in the 75-year his tory of the state 's
mental heal th system.

1935
D R. ROBERT A. McLANE, 59 Nass au St.,
Unio ntow n, Pa., has been appointed
Dis tric t Medical Director for U. S.
Steel's Frick district. For the past six
years Dr. McLane has served as Chief
of Medica l Services at U . S. Steel's
Donora works.
D R. H ERMAN L. RUDOLPH, 400 N. 5th
St., Readi ng, Pa., was recently installed
as Presiden t of the American Congress
of Physical Medici ne and Rehabilitation
at the group's 26th Ann ual Congress in
Boston, Mass.
D R. PHILIP R. WIEST, 238 N. 6th sr.,
Readi ng, Pa., has been named a Director of the Richland Na tional Bank. Dr.
Wiest is followi ng in the footsteps of
his father and grandfather who also
served as Directors of the bank . Dr.
Wiest also serves as treasurer of the
firm of Joseph O . Flatt and Co., Inc.,
and Chief of the D epart ment of Ot olaryngology at Reading H ospital.
DR. W ILLIAM WINICK, V. A. H ospital,
Brock ton , Mass., represented Jefferson
at the ina uguration of The Very Reverend John Thomas Corr, C.S.c., as
Presiden t of Stonehi ll College on October 9th.
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1937
DR. DANIEL WILNER, 108 S. Sumner
Ave., Margate, N . ]. , has been appoi nted
Radiologist for Burdette Tomlin Memo rial Hospital. The author of numerous
articles in the field of Radiology, Dr.
Wilner has been conducting a research
project in addition to his regular practice for the past 15 years on bone turnors, the results of which will soon be
published as a textbook. On e of his reo
cent research projects on the relatio nship of Paget's Dise ase to cancer of the
bone will be published in the fall in
booklet form by the Eastman-Kodak
Company.

1939
DR. ARNOLD V . ARMS, 4320 Wornall
Road, Kansas City 11, Missouri , represented Jefferson Medical College at the
inauguration of Robert P. Foster as
President of Northwest Missouri State
College on October 6th .

1941
DR. JOHN c. CRESSLER, Col., Walson
Army Hospital, Fort D ix, N. J ., has
assumed command of Walson Army
Hospital and will also serve as Post
Surgeon. He formerly served as Second
U. S. Army Surgeon at Fort George
G . Meade , Maryland.
DR. RICHARD E. FLOOD, 1480 Covehill
Road, Weirton, Cove Station, West Virginia, was elected Vice President of the
West Virginia Medical Association at
the Association's 97th convention in
White Sulphur Spri ngs, W. Va.

J'44
DR. JOHN c. KELLEHER, 328 22nd St.,
Toledo 2, Ohio , was unable to attend
his Class Reunion in June, but he did send
a recent photograph of himself and his
famil y, which depicts nine good reasons
why it was probably diffi cult for "Dad"
to get away.
DR. STEPH EN R. WETMORE, 214 Taylor
Ave., Easton, Pa., has been named College Physician and D irector of student
health services at Lafayette College. He
is the first physician to head the college's health service on a full -time basis
since it was establish ed in 1922. D r.
Wetmore was form erly Associate D irector of student health at Rutgers Un iversity.

•

Dr . W etm ore

1943
DR. GERALD E. CALLERY, 111 Long
Lane, Upper Darby, Pa., piloted his
Cessna 180 Amphibian to Alaska in
June. He flew up the Alaskan highway
and into the Arctic Circle. En rou te he
stopped to see PHILLIP SMITH in Glasgow, Mont ana . Dr. Smith , also a pilot,
has a Cessna 210. Dr. Callery reports
that he tried to contact JOHN OWEN in
Seattle, but was unable to do so.
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D r, Callery and
Dr , Smith ( left) are
pictured in fr ont of
D r, Callery's plane,

•

5'44
DR. ANGUS BRENNER, 1400 York Rd .,
Abingt on, Pa., has been appoi nted CoChief of Obstetrics and Gynecology at
Abingto n Memorial Hospi tal.
DR. FREDERICK M . D OUGLASS, Mau mee
Va lley Hospital, 2025 Arlingt on Ave.,
Toledo, O hio, represe nted J efferson at
the inauguration of the new President
of Bowli ng Gree n State University on
September 16.

1946
D R. NORMAN Mc LEAN SCOTT, JR.,
11101 Conti Place, Silver Spring, Md.,
was recently promo ted to the rank of
colonel in the U. S. Army Medical
Corps. D r. Scott serves in the dual capacity of Chief of Gastroe nterology at
the Wa lter Reed General Hospit al and
as Chief of the D epart ment of Gastroentero logy at Walter Reed Army Institute of Research. H e is a member of
the American Federation for Clinic al
Research, American Gastroenterological
Association, American Society for Gastroenterological Endoscopy and the
American Medical Association , and is
the holder of the Army Commendation
Medal.

furlough time again and that he and his
family wi ll be spending it in one of the
apartments of the H ouses of Fellowship,
established many years ago by the estate
of the hymn-writer William H . Doane
in Ventnor.

and his wif e, Rosalyn, a specialist in
Cytology, presented a joint paper on
Gynecologic Cytology to the Medical
Society. D r. Abrams is a member of the
American Physicians Fellowship, an organization wh ich awa rds scholarships to
Israeli physicians coming to study in the
United States.

1950
DR. FRANK R. H ENDRICKSON, 300 N .
Scoville, Oak Park , Ill. , joined four
other nat ionally promin ent specialist s in
a panel devoted to cancer of the mouth
and thr oat during the Fifth National
Cancer Confe rence in Phil adelphia, September 17-19. Dr. Hendrickson discussed
radioth erapy and its use in treatin g
various kinds and positions of cancer.
Recipient of two American Cancer Society research grants, he is attending
radiologist and director , section of radiation therap y, at Presbyterian-St. Lukes
Hospit al, Chicago , and Assistant Prof essor of Radiology at the University of
Ill inois College of Medicine.

1952
DR. G EORGE F. GOWEN, 1126 Maplecrest Circle, Gladwyne, Pa., has been
appointed D irector of the Department
of Surgery at Misericordia Hospital.

1955
DR. MICHAEL F. FISHTER, 18 No rth
Main St., Lewistown, Pa., has been appointed to the Medical Staff of the
Lewistown Hospital as a member of the
associate staff in the De partment of
Medicine. He wi ll specialize in the
practice of psychiatry and neurology.
DR. LEON A. PERIS, 202 3 Ma ther W ay,
Elk ins Park 17, Pa., writes, " I am in
partn ership with BURT WELLENBACH,
practicing Obstetrics and Gynecology,
mainly at Jeff. I am also responsib le for
the genetics and genetic counselling
teaching program in our department. "
DR. F. WI LLIAM SUNDERMAN, JR., University of Florida College of Medicine,
Gainesville , Fla., has been named Associate Professor of Path ology and Director of Clin ical Laboratories at the U . of
Florid a College of Medicine. H e was
formerly on the faculty of Jeff.

1953
1947
DR. CHESTER 1. SCHNEIDE R, 6340 Vent nor Ave., Ventn or, N . J ., writes that it's

DR. J EROM E ABRAMS, 323 W. 9th St.,
Plainfield , N . ]., served as a delegate to
the 6th World Assembly of the Israeli
Medical Society in Haifa. Dr. Abrams

1958
D R. DAVID ]. JONES, III , 2710 Lantern
Lane, Audubon, Pa., has been appoi nted

Photo JhoWJ Dr. Scott
(center) with Lt. Gen.
Leonard D. H eaton (left)
and B/Gen. H enry S.
Murphey.
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Chief of the Adul t H ealth Section in the
Community Health Services component
of the City Health Department of Philadelphia.
DR. JAMES LABRAICO, 116 Iroquois Rd.,
Bristol , Conn ., writes , "I have just finished a year's fellowship in allergy and
pulmonary disease at the Pratt-New
England Center Hospital which is part
- o f the Tufts Uni versity Medical School.
Have been on the move ever since graduation and my wife and two children
are happy to be settled here in Bristol.
I would certainly enjoy hearing from
anyone passing through this area."
DR. LEON P. SCICCHITANO, R.D . # 1,
Ashland, Pa., has been appoi nted to the
Consulting Medica l Staff of Shamokin
State General Hospital.

ENGAGEMENTS
1959
DR. TOM D UNBAR HALLIDAY to Cynthia Patterson
Moore.

1960
DR. MILTON LOUIS FRIEDMAN to Shirley Mona

Brown .

WEDDINGS
1960
D R. FRED CARPI CRISTOFORI to Roberta Holt, August
29, 1964.

1959

1960

DR. MARTIN RUBEL, Park Drive Manor,
Apt . B-813, Lincoln Drive and Harvey
St., Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed
Staff Psychiatrist at the Philadelphia
Psychiatric Center.

D R. HERBERT M. EpSTEIN to Susan Nina Schonberg,
A ugust 14, 1964.

DR. SAMUEL 1. STOVER, 16 Penn Ave.,
Souderton, Pa., has been awarded a
Wyeth Laboratories residency fellowship in Pediatrics . Dr. Stover served his
internship at St. Luke's Hospital, Bethlehem, Pa., and is taking his residency
at The Children's H ospital of Ph iladelphia.

1962
D R. JOSEPH SNYDER to Madrian Carole Friedman,
August 9, 1964.

1964
D R. HECTOR JOHN SEDA to Linda Lee Roth, June 20,
1964.

BIRTHS
1955
A son, W illiam Thompson, III, to DR. AND MRS,
W ILLIAM T. H OLLAND, JR., July 24, 1964.

1960
1961
DR. RICHARD 1. EDDY, The Lahey Clinic,
Boston, Mass., recently began a residency
in internal medicine at the Lahey Clinic.
He writes , "I was recently discharged
from active duty in the U. S. Navy
Medical Corps . My future plans encompass completing my internal medicine
training in Boston and probable additional training in the field of hematology,"
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A daughter, Virginia Ann, to DR, AND MRS. ALFRED
J . FINN.

•

ALUMNI PLACEMENT BUREAU

Positions Available
H E Wi sconsin State Board of Health is in need of
an assistant Director of the Section on Community
Health Services and also an Assistant Director of the
Section on Preventable Diseases. Both positions require
possession of an MPH degre e, four years of experience
in public health administration and certification by the
American Board of Preventi ve Medicine . Startin g yearly
salary for both positions is $18,648. with further increases to $20,448.

T

H ERE is an ope ning for an internist in the Ne braska panh andl e in a metropolitan area of 22,000.
There are two hospit als nearby with both specialists and
general pr actice men. It is an excellent area for a person
desirin g to live in a smaller community where recreational, hunting, and fishing opportunities are plentiful.

T

J

EFFERSON Alumnus, Class of 1951, seeks a recent
graduate to assist him in general practice in an

island community off the west coast of Florida. Florida
license is requ ired.
G EN ERAL pr actitioner in central N ew Jersey is in
need of an associate to assist him with his practice,
which is located in a rapidl y gro wing community with
excellent hospital f aciliti es. The salary is dependent
upon qu alifications.

A

MALL community about 45 miles fro m St. Louis,
M issouri , with good transportation facilities needs
a general pr actitioner because of death of doctor. The
pr actice consists of about 500 famil ies and is located
near a hospital.

S

CEAN City, M aryland , and Berlin, Maryland
(e ight miles away), are in desperate need of a
general practitioner since the death of Dr. N . R. Th omas,
Jeff. '39. This is an excellent oppo rtunity with a wellequipped office. An y arrangement which is suitab le to
the applicant will be set up .

O

•

Make your reservation now
for a thorough phys ical ex amination
during Commencement Week.
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CALENDAR OF FUTURE EVENTS

April 16th-30th, 1965

THIRD EUROPEAN POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL SEMINAR
VIENNA, AUSTRIA

June 10, 1965

ANNUAL ALUMNI BANQUET

June 11, 1965

COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
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OFFICERS AND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE FOR 1964-1965
OFFICERS

ALUMNI ADVISORY COUNCIL
H ENRY 1. BOCK US, ' 1 7
F RANC IS J. BRACELAND, ' 3 0
DONALD C. D AVIDSON, ' 52
AARON DIETZ , '32
DAVID A . JOHNSTON , '28
F RAN K H , KR USEN , ' 21
MARSHALL C. RUM BAUGH , '08
ANTHON Y RUP PERSBERG, JR " '33
ROB ERT T. WONG, '36

President: ABRAHAM CANTAROW, '24
President-elect: K ENNETH E, FRY, ' 3 1
Vice President: JOHN H . HODGES, '39
Vice President: MARIO A , CASTALLO, '29
Vice President: EDMUND 1. HOUSEL, '35
V ice President: H ERBERT A. LUSCOMBE, '40
T reasurer: F REDERICK B. WAGNER, JR" '41
Secretary: JOHN N. LINDQUIST, '43

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
D AVID B . ALLMAN, ' 14
GONZALO E. A pONTE, ' 5 2
J OSEPH J. A RMAO, '53
J OHN B . A TKINSON, ' 4 8
W ILLIAM H . BALTZELL, '46
E DWARD L . BAUER, ' 14
J. BERNARD B ERNSTIN E, '22
D , GEORGE BLOOM, ' 26
H ENRY 1. BOCKUS, ' 17
EUGENE F . BONACCI, ' 56
FRANCIS F. BORZELL, '06
PAUL A. BOWERS, ' 3 7
J AMES E . BOWMAN, '27
ROBERT 1. B RECKENRIDGE, ]'4 4
E LLSWORTH R . BROWN ELLER, ',18
G ERALD E . CALLERY, ' 4 3
R UDOLPH C. CAM ISHION, ' 54
ABRAHAM CANTAROW, '24
MARIO A . CASTALLO, ' 29
J AMES E. C LARK, '5 2
Louis H . CLERF, '12
H ERBERT E . C OHN, '55
SAMU EL S. CONLY , JR ., S'44
JAM ES W . D ALY, ' 4 8
JOHN A . DAUGHERTY, ' 28
J . WALLACE DAV IS, ' 4 2
ANTHONY F . D EP ALMA, ' 29
JOHN J. DETuERK , '38
PATRICK .J. D EVERS. ' 36
GERALD D. D ODD, '47
JOHN J. DOWLING, '47

ROBERT 1. EVANS, '52
DAVID M. FARELL, ' 28
JOH N T . FARRELL, JR ., ' 2 2
E UGEN E S . FELDERMAN, ' 49
THEODORE R . FETIER, '2 6
C. CALVIN Fox, '18
K ENNETH E . FRY, '3 1
E LMER H . FU NK, JR ., ' 47
JOHN J. GARTLAND, S ' 4 4
JO HN H. GIBBON , JR ., ' 2 7
BASIL G ILETIO, '37
W ARREN P . GOLDB URGH, ' 52
JO HN W . G OLDSCHMIDT, ' 54
L EIB GOLU B, '3 0
J OHN R. GRI FFITH , '4 6
R EYNO LD S . GRI FFITH, ' 18
B ENJ AMIN HASK ELL, '23
GFORGE J . HA UPT, '48
J OHN H . H ODGES, '3 9
EDMUN D L. HOUSEL, '35
W ILLIAM T. H UNT, JR ., '2 7
ROBERT G. J OHNSON , '4 9
THOMAS M . K AIN , JR ., ' 43
K ELVIN A . K ASPER, ' 26
BALDWIN 1. K EYES, ' 17
H ARRY J. K NOWLES, '42
J OHN A . K OLTES, JR ., '4 7
D AVID J. LAFIA, '4 7
W ARREN R . LANG, '43
ROBERT C. LANI NG, '4 8
J AMES H . L EE, JR ., ' 4 5

WI LLIAM T. LEM MON, ' 2 1
SIDN EY S. LERNER , '47
DANIEL W. LEWI S, ]'4 4
FIELDING O. LEWIS, ' 0 6
MARVIN M . LIND ELL, JR., '4 9
JOH N N . LI NDQUIST, '43
JOHN E . L IVINGOOD, ' 13
LEOPOLD S. LOEW ENBERG, ' 56
JOS EPH P . LONG, ' 39
H ERBERT A . LUSCOMBE, ' 4 0
VINCENT T. McD ERMOTI, ' 26
JOHN J. McKEOWN , JR ., '47
M ARTIN M . MAND EL, '4 7
W . BOSLEY MA NGES, S ' 4 4
G ERALD M ARKS, ' 4 9
JO SEPH M EDOFF, '3 9
LoUIS M ERVES, '3 7
T HOMAS B. MERVINE , ' 4 0
J OHN B . MONTGOM ERY, ' 26
THADD EUS 1. MONTGOM ERY, ' 20
J OH N A . MURRAY, ' 3 1
THOMAS F . NEALON; JR " S' 4 4
GUY M . NELSON, '2 8
ROBERT B. NYE, '2 7
JOH N J. O'KEEFE, '37
L EONARD W . P ARKHURST, ' 36
J OH N R . P ATIERSON , '54
W. HAR VEY P ERKINS, ' 17
LOUIS PIE RUCCI, JR ., '55
EDWARD PODGORSKI, '54

PAUL J . P OINSARD, ' 4 1
LEON N . P RINCE, ' 3 3
F. J OH NSON P UTNEY, '3 4
N ORMAN J . Q UINN , JR " '48
ABRAHAM E . RAKOFF, '37
J AMES D. RI PEPI, JR ., ' 50
H UGH ROBERTSON, '25
RICHARD 1. ROVIT, '50
H AROLD ROVNER, ' 49
M ARSHALL C. R UMBAUGH, ' 0 8
E LI R . SALEEBY, ' 2 2
J. WOODR OW SAVACOOL, '38
LEW IS C. SCHEFFEY, ' 20
P . V ICTOR S ENCINDIVER, ' 52
C HARLES E. G. SHANNON, ' 0 2
H AMMELL P . SH IPPS, ' 26
M ARTIN J. S OKOLOFF, ' 20
CHA RLES G . ST EINMETZ, II I, '4 8
FRANK J . SWEENEY, J R" '51
JOHN Y . T EMPLETON, III, ' 41
PETER A . THEODOS, ' 3 5
W ILLIAM J. TOUIUSH, '28
N ICHOLAS R . V ARANO, '36
FREDERICK B . W AGNER, J R., ' 4 1
ADo LPH A . WALKLlNG, ' 17
B URTON 1. W ELLENBACH, ]'4 4
W ILLIAM H . WHITELEY, III , ' 43
G EORGE J , WILLAUER, '2 3
JOHN F . WILSON, '37
C. WI LMER WIRTS, ' 34

STATE AND SERVICE VICE-PRESIDENTS

Al a b am a- T HOMAS B . PATION, ' 4 1
Al a ska- C HEsTER 1. SCHN EIDER, ' 4 7
Arizon a- B LAIR W . SAYLOR, ' 4 0
A rk ansas- C HARLES M . WALLIS, ' 18
California-CLYDE C. GREENE , J R., ' 4 1
Colo ra do-H EMAN R . BULL , ' 3 5
Con necticu t -MoRRIS M . MA NCOLL, '28
Delaware-A. G ERALD L ESSEY, ' 4 0
District of Columbia -i- Anot.r-n F RIEDMAN, '4 3
Florida- Jo HN CH ELEDEN, '3 2
G eo r~ ia-A L BE RT S. JOHNSON. J R., ' 41
Hawaii-LIN T UNG CHUN , ]'44
Idaho-DARR ELL C. STODDARD, ' 50
Illinois-WALTER S . WIGGINS, '41
I n d ian a- C HARLES F . ABELL, '35
I owa-FRED H. BEAUMONT, '28
Kansas -JoHN F . BARR, ' 28
Kentucky-c-Sruxar P , H EMPH ILL, '3 1
Louisiana-FRANK 1. BRYANT, ' 2 7
Maine-FREDERICK C. EMERY , ' 42
Maryland-WYLLYS ROYCE H ODGES, ' 3 1
Massachuset ts-EuGENE W . BEAUCHAMP, '2 3
Mi chigan- JosEPH W , ESCHBACH, ' 28
Mi n nesota- DAVID A . BOYD, '30

Miss iss ip pi-NoEL C. W OMACK. '47
M issouri-RoLLIN H. S MITH, ' 3 1
M ontan a- PH ILIP A . S MITH, ' 4 3
Neb raska-STAN LEY F. N ABITY, ' 49
N evad a-CHARLES J. KI LDUF I', '45
New H a mpshire-PHI LIP M , 1. FORSBERG, '36
N ew J er sey - FREDERICK C. D ETR OIA, ' 3 5
New Mex ico -RAN DOLPH V. S ELIGMAN, ' 4 0
New Y ork- FREDERICK C. FREED, ' 1 3
Nort h Caroli na-GEORGE W. PASCHAL, JR., ' 31
Nor t h D ak ot a- N EIL S. WILLIAMS, '49
Oh io-ANTHONY R UPPERSBERG, JR ., '33
Okl ahoma-c-I o n H. CO LEY, ' 34
O reg on- Ho w ARD E . C ARRUTH, ' 10
P ennsyl vania-JOHN E . LIVINGOOD, ' 13
R ho de Isl and- H ENRI E. GA UTHI ER, ' 23
So u t h Ca rolina- JOSEPH H ODGE, ' 5 2
South D ak ota- W AYNE A . G EIB, ' 39
Tennessee-DAVID B. K ARR, ' 30
Texas-TRUMAN N . M ORRIS, ' 2 7
Utah-JAMES W . WE BSTER, S '4 4
V er m ont- G EORGE J. RAVIT, '3 1
Vi rgi nia-WALTER J. BREN NAN , S' 4 4
W ashin gton-WARREN S . SH EPH ERD, ' 38

W est V irg in ia-e- Eaa t. S. P H ILLIPS, ' 24
W isconsin - PETER V . H ULICK, ' 36
W yomin g- TH EoDORE 1. HOLMAN, '45
U . S. Air Force-R , H OWARD LACKAY, ' 38
U . S, Army - Ho wAR D M . SNYDER, '0 5
U . S . N a vy-WILLIAM T . L INEBERRY, ' 45
U , S . Public H eal th Se rv ice-MARVIN O . L EWIS, ' 4 6
V et erans A dministration-Ro BERT T, F INDLAY, '25
A fri ca-AL EXANDER J. O RENSTEIN, '0 5
A ust r al ia- FREDERICK C. TURNBULL, ' 12
Bo livia-HERIBERTO M ERCADO, '20
Cana l Z one-I. ROBERT B ERGER, ' 36
Ch in a-CH IN W EN Low , ' 18
C o st a R ica-ALBERT O REAMUNO, '29
H aiti-WILMER M . R trrr, '60
H ondura s-ANGEL A , ULLO A, ' 26
Ind ia- low ELL D . MANN, '57
J apan- Jo O NO, ' 28
Mexico-PASTOR MOLINA-CASTILLA, ' 18
N etherlands W est Ind ies-Jo HN N, BORBONUS, ' 3 1
N i cara~u a-B u E N E V E NTU RA RApPACCIOLI, ' 26
P e ru-RoDRIGO FRANCO-GU ERRA, ' 26
Puerto R ico-ANTONIO N AVAS, ' 20
T ha ila nd- PYN N OYES M UANGMAN, ' 26

